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ABSTRACT
It is all too common for products, such as consumer appliances, information systems, mobile apps, 
and websites, to cause trouble and frustration. For example, products are often difficult or dull to 
use, make tasks less flexible or more tedious, shift attention away from important or gratifying 
activities, and simply fail to deliver expected benefits or experiences. By identifying such trouble 
and frustration in the lab prior to widespread use, usability tests have proven a valuable method 
for informing redesign efforts. A usability test consists of having test users exercise a product and 
think aloud about their experience using it, while an evaluator observes the users and listens in on 
their thoughts. On this basis, the evaluator identifies usability problems and assesses the user expe-
rience. This book describes how to conduct usability tests. After providing context about concepts 
and testing, the main chapters of the book cover the steps involved in preparing for a usability test, 
executing the test sessions, and analyzing the test data. Throughout the chapters, concrete guidance 
is balanced against more complex issues with an impact on the robustness, validity, completeness, 
impact, and cost of a usability test. The book concludes with an outlook to variations of usability 
testing and alternatives to it.

KEYWORDS
usability testing, usability evaluation methods, usability, user experience, user testing, thinking 
aloud, user-centered design, human-computer interaction
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
Information technology (IT) has transformed society and continues to do so. Workplaces become 
increasingly distributed because IT products provide possibilities for communicating and collabo-
rating across distance (Olson and Olson, 2014). Data is heralded as the new oil because IT products 
provide unprecedented possibilities for supporting decision-making by mining large quantities of 
data ( Javornik et al., 2019). Leisure is increasingly spent indoors engaged in digital media and on-
line games (Thulin and Vilhelmson, 2019). Cash is giving way to cards and other forms of digital 
payment (Arvidsson, 2019), thereby changing the way we experience money. All these changes 
presuppose well-functioning information systems, mobile apps, websites, and other IT products. To 
function well, the technical quality of these products must be good but so must their use-related 
quality. This book is about quality in use, that is, about usability and the user experience.

Products of low usability provide poor user experiences. These products annoy, confuse, delay, 
frustrate, mislead, stress, and otherwise inconvenience users. Accordingly, they may result in missed 
deadlines, unintended incidents, erroneous decisions, or failure to complete tasks altogether. Studies 
suggest that users may be wasting huge amounts of time as a result of frustrating experiences with 
IT products (Lazar et al., 2006). In addition, a usability problem may have had a decisive influence 
on the U.S. presidential election in November 2000 (Wand et al., 2001). 

To exemplify what a usability problem may look like, Figure 1.1 shows the butterfly ballot 
used for the U.S. presidential election in Palm Beach, Florida. The butterfly ballot had candidate 
names on both sides and punch-holes down the middle. You cast your vote by marking the punch-
hole that corresponds to your candidate. The usability problem is about establishing this correspon-
dence. Bush voters had to match the first name on the ballot with the first punch-hole; this appears 
straightforward. Gore voters had to match the second name on the left-hand side of the ballot 
with the third punch-hole; it appears that they could easily have mismarked their ballots by instead 
marking the second punch-hole. If they marked the second punch-hole, they voted for Buchanan. 
Wand et al. (2001) estimate that over 2000 Gore voters may mistakenly have voted for Buchanan. 
Gore lost the election in Florida with a margin of less than 600 votes to Bush.

The butterfly ballot illustrates that low usability may influence grand-scale decisions but 
also that designers, occasionally, come up with low-usability solutions. Testing is needed to ensure 
good usability. A well-established method for this purpose is the usability test (Dumas and Fox, 
2012; Lewis, 2012). Other means of usability evaluation have also been devised, including usability 
inspection methods, which are analytic rather than empirical (see, e.g., Cheng and Mustafa, 2015; 
Cockton et al., 2012; Nielsen and Mack, 1994). Usability tests and inspections yield feedback to 
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designers about the strengths and weaknesses of their designs. At the outset of projects, design ideas 
will typically be half-baked and incomplete. Later, and with the feedback from tests, flaws will be 
weeded out and the design refined. Petroski (1992) argues that the main driver in innovation is to 
improve on the flaws of existing designs, thereby assigning flaws and the process of finding them 
a key role in design.

Figure 1.1: The butterfly ballot from the 2000 presidential election in Palm Beach, based on Wand et 
al. (2001).

1.1 THE BASIC COMPONENTS OF A USABILITY TEST
Usability testing dates back to the early 1970s (Bailey, 1972). An early and influential description of 
the usability test is the one by Lewis (1982), who called it the “thinking-aloud” method. In essence, 
a usability test consists of a user who exercises a product while thinking out loud and an evaluator 
who observes the user and listens in on the user’s thoughts, see Figure 1.2. This basic setup allows 
for numerous variations. At this point, we simply note that a usability test comprises four main 
components (Clemmensen et al., 2009).
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• Instructions and tasks: The users interact with the product on the basis of a set of in-
structions and a set of tasks prepared ahead of the test. The instructions include an 
explanation of how to think aloud; the tasks prescribe what the users should try to 
achieve with the product. Thereby, the tasks ensure that the users exercise the product 
in concrete detail.

• Verbalization: While solving the tasks, the users verbalize their thoughts—they think 
aloud. The verbalizations reveal how the users understand and experience the product. 
If the users fall silent for longer periods of time, they are prompted to resume verbal-
ization. The users may also be asked to explain why they hesitate, what they expect, 
and how they assess their experience.

• Reading the user: The evaluator, or a group of evaluators, observes the users’ interaction 
with the product and listens in on their thoughts. On this basis, the evaluator analyzes 
how well the product supports the users in accomplishing the tasks. This analysis 
results in the identification, description, and reporting of a set of usability problems.

• Relationship between user and evaluator: It is the evaluator’s responsibility to establish a 
situation in which the user is able to exercise the product and feels free to make both 
positive and negative comments. Whether the user is at ease hinges on issues such as 
instructions, language, and indirect communication cues.

The four components are interrelated and presuppose that the evaluator is familiar with the 
product and its (intended) uses. These presuppositions mean that a usability test reaches into the 
preceding analysis and design activities as well as into the subsequent reanalysis and redesign activ-
ities. A usability test does not happen in isolation.
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Verbalization
Reading
the User

User Evaluator
Instructions
and Tasks
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Figure 1.2: The basic components of a usability test, based on Clemmensen et al. (2009).
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1.2 THE CONTEXT OF USABILITY TESTS
In the context of this book, usability testing is an activity in the process of product design. Thus, 
the purpose of usability testing is to inform design. It should, however, be noted that usability tests 
may also be conducted outside of design processes, for example to inform purchasing decisions or 
other choices among products that already exist in their final form.

Some models of the design process have evaluation as their pivotal activity. For example, the 
Wheel model (Hartson and Pyla, 2012) prescribes that the design process should cycle through the 
activities of analysis, design, implementation, and evaluation, see Figure 1.3. In this model, analysis 
is about understanding user needs; design is about creating conceptual designs and deciding inter-
action behavior; implementation is about prototyping; and evaluation is about checking whether 
the design is on track to meet user needs and requirements.

Design

Evaluation

Analysis Implementation

 

Figure 1.3: The Wheel model of the design process, based on Hartson and Pyla (2012).

The cyclic nature of the Wheel model means that analysis, design, and implementation de-
cisions made during earlier cycles can, and should, be revisited and revised during later cycles, if an 
evaluation calls them into question. This way, the design process becomes agile and responsive to 
the insights that emerge as the process unfolds. In principle, any previous decision can be called into 
question by an evaluation such as a usability test. In practice, it will not be possible to reopen all 
decisions. The kinds of decisions that can be reopened are, however, not determined a priori by the 
Wheel model. Rather, it is left for the design team to determine on the basis of the particulars of 
the project. One of these particulars is cost, which limits—often drastically—the number of cycles 
that can be performed before the product must be released for use.

Other models of the design process consist of a linear sequence of activities and, thereby, re-
strict the possibilities for revisiting decisions made during earlier activities, see Figure 1.4. In these 
so-called waterfall models (Sommerville, 2016), the analysis of user needs is completed before the 
design begins, the design is completed before the implementation begins, and so forth. The possi-
bilities for evaluation and iteration are, in principle, restricted to the individual phases. The model 
aims to prescribe that analysis decisions should not be reopened once the process has proceeded 
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to design, and so forth for the subsequent phases. In practice, it may prove necessary to return to 
a previous phase. While the exact phases differ across instances of the waterfall model, the phases 
depicted in Figure 1.4 are quite generic. Variants of the model tend to have more, and thus more 
narrowly scoped, phases rather than fewer phases. Evaluation is not brought to the fore as a separate 
activity but incorporated in the individual phases. With more narrowly scoped phases, within-phase 
evaluations become increasingly restricted.

Design

Integration

Maintenance

Analysis

Implementation

 

Figure 1.4: The waterfall model of the design process.

Agile methods like the Wheel model are commonplace in, for example, website develop-
ment. In contrast, the linear, waterfall models are widespread in the development of safety-critical 
products. Neither the cyclic, nor the linear, models of the design process stipulate a specific number 
of usability tests. However, the cyclic models assign evaluation a more prominent position and 
presuppose multiple evaluations over the course of a design project. The waterfall models may not 
involve any usability testing, they may include some testing, or they may incorporate evaluation 
in all phases. Usability has become so important to product acceptance and success that usability 
testing is widespread in design projects (Alves et al., 2014; Gulliksen et al., 2006; Vredenburg et al., 
2002), irrespective of whether the projects follow an agile, cyclic, or linear model.

1.3 A SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTERS THAT FOLLOW
The remaining chapters in this book elaborate Figure 1.2. If you are only interested in guidance on 
how to conduct usability tests, you can skip directly to Chapters 4–7. They are the main chapters 
of the book. Chapters 2 and 3 provide context about concepts and testing. Chapter 8 concludes the 
book by providing an outlook to variations of usability testing and alternatives to it.

We start with the concepts of Usability and User Experience. Chapter 2 will define what these 
two concepts mean. That is, it will begin to establish what you are looking for when you conduct 
usability tests. Multiple definitions exist of usability and user experience because these concepts are 
employed in diverse practical situations, are part of active research areas, and are influenced by the 

1.2 THE CONTEXT OF  USABILITY TESTS
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continuous technological evolution. This book adopts the usability and user experience definitions 
endorsed by the International Organization for Standardization. To contextualize these definitions 
we also discuss some of the alternative conceptualizations of the two concepts.

Chapter 3, Testing: Maxims and Modifications, will expound what it requires for a usability 
test to be effective. Initially, these requirements are spelled out in terms of five maxims: robustness, 
validity, completeness, impact, and low cost. While a usability test ideally achieves all five maxims, 
they are in practice at odds with each other. As a consequence, usability testing involves a number 
of tradeoffs through which the maxims are modified. One of the modifications is that robustness 
tends to come at the cost of validity, thereby forcing a choice of either one or the other. A total of 
five modifications are discussed to accentuate the realities of applied usability testing. Appreciating 
the maxims as well as the modifications is pertinent to effective usability testing.

In Chapter 4, Usability Testing: Step by Step, the activities involved in conducting a usability 
test will be laid out. The activities are grouped into three phases: preparations, execution, and anal-
ysis. This chapter gives an overview of the three phases, which are covered in detail in the following 
chapters.

Chapter 5, Preparations: Designing and Planning the Test, is about the activities that precede 
the test sessions. The resulting test will depend on the specific purpose it is to serve and on the 
time and other resources available for conducting it. The activities in this phase consist of getting to 
know the domain and prototype, recruiting users, making test tasks, and setting up any equipment. 
Four key decisions in conducting these activities concern the fidelity of the prototype, the number 
of users needed, the specificity of the tasks, and the relative focus of the test on effectiveness, effi-
ciency, and satisfaction.

Chapter 6, Execution: Running the Test Sessions, will cover the phase from the user arrives 
until the user has completed the activities involved in taking part in the test. The activities in this 
phase are welcoming and instructing the users, observing them and listening in on their thoughts, 
prompting them, taking notes, asking post-task questions, and thanking the users. Four key con-
cerns in conducting these activities are how to make the users feel at ease, how to become sensitized 
to what they do and say, how and how much to prompt, and how to divide your attention among 
test-session moderation, on-the-fly analysis, and note-taking.

Chapter 7, Analysis: Analyzing the Data and Reporting the Findings, will cover how test data 
are turned into usability findings. The findings may include both positive and negative usability 
issues but your primary focus will normally be on the negative issues—the usability problems. This 
phase consists of analyzing the notes and other test data, rating problem severity, devising redesign 
proposals, and reporting the test findings. Conducting these activities involves three key concerns: 
What constitutes a usability problem? How many evaluators are needed? And how to ensure that 
the test has high impact on the continued development of the product?
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Chapter 8, Variations and Alternatives, will conclude the book by describing ways in which 
usability testing can be varied. Seven variations and alternatives are covered: (1) remote usability 
testing, in which the user and evaluator are at different physical locations; (2) unmoderated usabil-
ity tests, in which no evaluator is present during the sessions; (3) field usability testing, in which 
the users exercise the prototype in vivo rather than in a lab; (4) pairwise usability testing, in which 
thinking aloud is replaced with two users who solve the test tasks together; (5) performance test-
ing, in which thinking aloud is performed retrospectively or not at all; (6) usability specification, 
in which the identification of usability problems is replaced with the assessment of whether the 
product meets preset usability targets; and (7) usability inspection, in which no users take part.

This book is intended for students and practitioners who need to learn, or refresh, how to 
conduct usability tests. The practitioners may be user-experience professionals who have usability 
work as their primary responsibility or designers who have usability testing as one of their respon-
sibilities along with analysis, design, and implementation. Irrespective of background, usability 
testing is a nontrivial activity to perform. It is easy to do, but difficult to do well. Doing it well 
requires a reflective approach that recognizes the complexities, yet stays systematic. This book strives 
to provide such a reflective approach by balancing concrete, easy-to-follow guidance against more 
complex, important-to-consider issues. To achieve this balance, the book draws on more than three 
decades of research on usability evaluation.

1.3 A SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTERS THAT FOLLOW
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CHAPTER 2

Usability and User Experience
Usability tests are a means to evaluate whether a product is usable and how the users experience its 
use. But what are usability and user experience? In this chapter, we define these two concepts. The 
definitions are adopted from the International Organization for Standardization and have, thus, 
gone through a process of proposal, comments, and refinement among experts in the field. In spite 
of this consensus process, alternative conceptualizations abound. To contextualize the definitions of 
usability and user experience, we discuss some of these alternative conceptualizations.

2.1 DEFINITIONS
According to Shackel (1984), the first recorded use of the term usability dates back to 1842. Today, 
the concept has entered everyday language and is ubiquitous in human-computer interaction. The 
concept of user experience is newer. It emerged in response to a recognition that affect, meaning, 
value, and the like are important to users’ interactions with products but possibly under-recognized 
by usability, which was seen as focusing mainly on cognition and performance (Hassenzahl and 
Tractinsky, 2006; Law et al., 2009). Today, the concepts of usability and user experience are often 
used in tandem. The two concepts overlap but emphasize different aspects of users’ interactions with 
a product. The International Organization for Standardization provides widely used definitions of 
both concepts (ISO 9241, 2010, p. 3).

• Usability: “extent to which a system, product or service can be used by specified users 
to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified 
context of use.”

• User experience: “person’s perceptions and responses resulting from the use and/or an-
ticipated use of a product, system or service.”

The definition of usability contains the four elements commonly used to describe a use 
situation, see Figure 2.1. By insisting that usability is only defined when these four elements are 
specified, the definition makes usability an attribute of the use situation, not of the product. When-
ever we describe a product as usable, it is a shorthand for saying that a use situation (i.e., a specific 
configuration of product, users, tasks, and context) works well. It is worth noting the match between 
the basic components of a usability test (Figure 1.2) and the four elements of the use situation 
(Figure 2.1). In a usability test, specified users exercise a specified product by solving specified tasks, 
that is, they work toward specified goals. The one element that may be sacrificed is the context of 
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use, which is largely absent when the usability test is conducted in a lab-like setting away from the 
users’ real work.

Context of Use

Tasks (or Goals)

Users Product

 

Figure 2.1: The use situation.

The usability definition also stipulates what a usability test must establish. It must establish 
the extent to which the use situation possesses three qualities (ISO 9241, 2010, pp. 2–3): effective-
ness (defined as the “accuracy and completeness with which users achieve specified goals”), efficiency 
(“resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve goals”), 
and satisfaction (“freedom from discomfort and positive attitudes towards the use of the product”).

The definition of user experience makes it a subjective perception. This experience includes 
“all the users’ emotions, beliefs, preferences, perceptions, physical and psychological responses, 
behaviors and accomplishments that occur before, during and after use” (ISO 9241, 2010, p. 3). 
Notably, the definition mentions neither tasks/goals, nor context, except in the indirect manner of 
defining user experience as resulting from use, which presupposes a use situation. The primary focus 
of the definition is on the user and product. In addition, the definition extends use to include also 
anticipated use. By explicitly including anticipated use, user experience is also about expectations 
and the relations between (pre-use) expectations and (in-use) experiences. From an evaluation 
perspective, the inclusion of anticipated use recognizes the value of testing early on the basis of, for 
example, mockups and sketches.

2.2 OTHER VIEWS ON USABILITY AND USER EXPERIENCE
There is no shortage of alternative takes on usability and user experiences. Tractinsky (2018) argues 
that usability is an umbrella concept and, thus, vague and loose. Umbrella concepts are prevalent 
in diverse and context-sensitive domains that lack a unifying research paradigm. This appears an 
apt characterization of human-computer interaction (HCI), the research domain that encompasses 
usability testing. In the absence of a unifying paradigm, concepts tend to denote broad ideas and 
lack agreed-upon definition. By describing usability as an umbrella concept in spite of the ISO 
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9241 definition, Tractinsky (2018) emphasizes the presence of competing conceptualizations. He 
considers this state of affairs inferior to a definitive usability concept, which would define the exact 
attributes of the concept and provide validated instruments for its measurement. However, a defin-
itive concept also entails the risk of becoming a formal quest for conceptual precision at the expense 
of practical relevance (Hertzum, 2018).

As an alternative to definitive concepts, Blumer (1954, p. 7) proposes sensitizing concepts, 
which “suggest directions along which to look.” Thus, a genuine understanding of the usability of a 
product requires a capacity for approaching usability from multiple points of view so that one be-
comes sensitized to the various elements that impact the use of the product. To this end, Hertzum 
(2010) presents six images of usability, see Figure 2.2. In spite of a shared essence, these images 
differ in mindset and perspective. Each image suggests a different direction along which to look 
and provides only a partial view of usability. It is only by bringing multiple images to bear that you 
become sensitized to the rich variety of elements that enters into the user experience. The six images 
of usability are as follows (Hertzum, 2010).

Universal usability: This usability image embraces the challenge of making products 
for everybody to use. People’s abilities, backgrounds, personal styles, technological 
environments, and so forth are diverse. Yet, all people may need, or want, access to in-
formation or some of the other opportunities provided by websites and other products 
(Stephanidis et al., 2012). Consistently excluding certain groups of people from these 
opportunities is incompatible with general notions of a fair society. Excluding sizable 
groups of people from the use of individual products may diminish the feasibility of 
developing these products. Therefore, it is a compelling goal to design products that 
are usable for all—a goal quite different from the “specified users” of the ISO 9241 
(2010) definition. Universal usability is a grand challenge because it involves that 
products must be as inclusive as humans are diverse. Universal usability is particu-
larly relevant in relation to the testing of general-purpose products, walk-up-and-use 
systems, and a variety of web applications, such as e-commerce, e-government, and 
e-health.

Situational usability: This image corresponds to the ISO 9241 (2010) definition of 
usability. It is based on the premise that users do not experience products in isolation 
but as part of a use situation. Consequently, usability must be understood in relation 
to specified situations with their users, tasks, and wider context of use (Figure 2.1). 
Simply put, the particulars of the use situation are imperative to whether a product is 
usable. This situatedness outweighs general usability principles. Draper (1993) con-
siders the situational image of usability pessimistic because it rejects generalization 
beyond specified use situations. While this largely implies that universal usability is 

2.2 OTHER VIEWS ON USABILITY AND USER EXPERIENCE
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an unattainable goal, it is consistent with basic HCI principles such as “know thy 
user” (Kim, 2015). Situational usability is directly applicable to the testing of products 
that are developed with specified use situations in mind, rather than for a market of 
diverse customers and use situations. Such products include bespoke products, which 
are commissioned by a customer and custom-built, or configured, for this particular 
customer’s situation.

Shared Essence
- convenient, intuitive,

and easy to use

Universal Usability
- embracing the

challenge of making
products for

everybody to use

HedonicUsability
- joy of use rather than

ease of use, task
accomplishment, and

freedom of
discomfort

Cultural Usability
- usability takes on
di�erent meanings
depending on the

users’ cultural
background

Organizational
Usability

- groups of people
collaborating in an

organizational
setting

Situational Usability
- the quality-in-use of a
product in a speci�ed

situation with its users,
tasks, and context

of use

Perceived Usability
- the user’s subjective

experience of a product
based on his or her
interaction with it

Figure 2.2: The six images of usability, based on Hertzum (2010).

Perceived usability: According to this image, usability concerns the user’s subjective 
experience of a product. Perceived usability is truly user-centered, as opposed to 
use-centered, because it makes the individual user the final arbiter on usability. This 
image carries no particular focus on satisfaction but merely a focus on subjective as-
sessments, as opposed to performance measures. People’s intention to use a product 
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depends, to a considerable extent, on their perceptions of the usefulness, ease of use, 
and enjoyment associated with using the product (Hornbæk and Hertzum, 2017). 
These three perceptions correspond roughly to effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfac-
tion. They demonstrate how perceived usability extends beyond satisfaction and, for 
example, influences users’ intention to use a product, their ways of interacting with a 
product, and their future purchasing decisions (e.g., Han et al., 2001; Hornbæk and 
Hertzum, 2017). Perceived usability is especially relevant when evaluating products 
the use of which is discretionary.

Hedonic usability: This image holds that usability is about joy of use rather than ease 
of use. Hedonic usability is related to the satisfaction component in the ISO 9241 
(2010) definition of usability, but while this component appears biased toward avoid-
ing negative emotions, hedonic usability is all about producing positive emotions. 
This distinction is important because the qualities that help avoid negative emotions 
are different from those that produce positive emotions (Helander and Khalid, 2006). 
Hedonic usability is similar to perceived usability in its focus on subjective experience, 
but it is distinct from the other images in its exclusive focus on pleasure and emotion. 
Hedonic usability is particularly relevant to the evaluation of consumer appliances, 
online games, social media, and other products that involve having a good experience 
or expressing oneself. In addition, hedonic usability is relevant to e-commerce because 
the presence of hedonic qualities impacts buying decisions ( Jordan, 1998).

Organizational usability: According to this image, usability implies groups of people 
collaborating in an organizational setting. None of the four previous images have 
mentioned collaboration or organizations, even though products such as information 
systems abound in organizations. While a product is expected to provide collective 
benefit to an organization, there may be individual users who do not benefit. Fre-
quently, some users are tasked with additional work to enter or process information; 
other users reap the benefits that accrue from this additional work (Grudin, 1994). 
The uneven distribution of work and benefits means that different user groups may 
perceive the product quite differently. Elliott and Kling (1997) propose that organi-
zational usability should be assessed at three levels: the user-product match, the orga-
nization-product match, and the environment-product match. The second and third 
levels, in particular, recognize that organizational usability is affected by the ways in 
which products make some competences obsolete, reroute information, create new 
roles, and so forth. This image of usability is relevant to the evaluation of products 
that range from groupware used by organizational subgroups at their own discretion 
to corporate systems used by all employees on a daily basis.

2.2 OTHER VIEWS ON USABILITY AND USER EXPERIENCE
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Cultural usability: This image emphasizes that usability takes on different meanings 
for users with different cultural backgrounds. Cultural usability can be defined as “the 
extent to which a computer system, especially in intercultural contexts of use, matches 
the cultural background of its users, such that it supports their activities effectively, 
efficiently, and pleasurably” (Hertzum, 2010, p. 584). Many product elements may be 
culture-dependent, including colors, graphics, language, and layout (Callahan, 2005; 
Marcus and Gould, 2012). For example, the color red is associated with danger in the 
U.S. but with happiness in China; in Egypt the color associated with happiness is 
yellow, which in the U.S. signals cowardice (Thorell and Smith, 1990). In addition to 
such interface-level differences, people’s cultural backgrounds influence their cogni-
tive processes—the way they know the world (Nisbett et al., 2001). These differences 
in cognitive processes create cross-cultural differences in what constitutes a usable 
design. Cultural usability is particularly relevant to the evaluation of products for 
international audiences, including web applications. International audiences may be 
internal to a single country or organization.

The six images of usability serve to elaborate and contextualize any one definition of us-
ability. Being aware of all six images makes it easier to appreciate the focus and limitations of 
each of them. While a single usability image will normally dominate in any given test, you should 
not focus exclusive on one image throughout a development project. Rather, you are advised to 
enrich your understanding of the usability of the product by, occasionally, applying an alternative 
usability image to challenge the dominant image. The rationale for this advice is that the usability 
images are interrelated, but different. They sensitize you to different aspects of the user experience. 
In choosing an image for a usability test, you should consider the product to be tested and the 
objective of the test.
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CHAPTER 3

Testing: Maxims and Modifications
Effective usability testing is dependent upon a good test method, including good fits between the 
test and the use context and between the test and the encompassing development process. In this 
chapter the requirements for effective usability testing are spelled out in terms of five maxims. 
However, these maxims are at odds with each other. Consequently, applied usability testing involves 
a number of tradeoffs through which the maxims are modified. Five such modifications are dis-
cussed. Appreciating the maxims as well as the modifications is pertinent to being able to conduct 
effective usability tests.

3.1 FIVE MAXIMS
Ideally, a usability test is robust, valid, complete, high-impact, and low-cost, see Figure 3.1. The 
three first of these maxims are akin to the general methodological requirements of reliability, va-
lidity, and generalizability (Shadish et al., 2002). The two last maxims are about incorporating the 
usability test in the product development process. Failure to achieve any of the five maxims threat-
ens the quality and usefulness of the test. This is apparent when the maxims are described in more 
detail (see also, Hertzum, 1999).

CompletenessRobustness

Cost Impact

0%
25%
50%
75%
100%

Validity
 

Figure 3.1: Maxims of usability testing.
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Robustness: A test method is robust when it produces fairly stable results across a range 
of variations in the test situation. Such variations may, for example, include the group 
of user representatives participating in the test as test users, the order in which the 
test tasks are presented to the users, the evaluator conducting the test, and whether 
the users think aloud concurrently, retrospectively or not at all. Unless the test method 
is robust, it cannot be assumed that a rerun of a test will yield essentially the same 
results. If the results vary considerably from one test of a product to another test of 
the same product, then the test is not convincing and the results may mislead (Lewis, 
2001b). The more robust a usability test is, the more useful its results are.

Validity: A usability test differs from real use situations in that some aspects of the 
test are not part of real use, just as some aspects of real use are not part of the test. For 
example, users rarely think aloud during real use and the outcome of tasks rarely has 
consequences for users during usability tests. The closer the test situation is to real use, 
the more ecological the test. Ecological gaps between the test situation and real use 
threaten the validity of the test (Thomas and Kellogg, 1989). A test that lacks validity 
suffers from two shortcomings. First, the problems that occur during the test may 
not exist during real use. Second, the problems that hamper real use may not surface 
during the test. As a result, usability tests are misleading unless their results are valid.

Completeness: A test method that robustly reveals valid usability problems may still 
reveal only part of the full set of problems. For example, the test tasks may not cover 
the full functionality of the product or the test users may not represent the full diver-
sity of the user population. An incomplete usability test merely gives a partial picture 
of the usability of the tested product. With a partial picture it is difficult to assess 
product quality and prioritize improvement efforts. Conversely, a usability test that 
is complete, at least with respect to major usability problems, provides direction and 
a firm footing.

Impact: The impact of a usability test is its ability to bring about effective changes in 
the tested product. That is, impact is about whether the development team is per-
suaded to make fixes in response to the identified usability problems and whether 
these fixes are effective at removing the usability problems ( John and Marks, 1997; 
Law, 2006). The most direct impact of a usability test is in relation to the development 
team, which may—or may not—be persuaded that the reported usability problems 
warrant product revisions. However, a usability test may also have an impact on 
management, marketing, or service by persuading them to reallocate resources, mod-
ify selling points, or expand product documentation. Whenever a validly identified 
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problem is left unaddressed, an opportunity to improve the tested product is missed. 
That is, the effort that went into finding the problem is wasted.

Cost: Usability testing entails expenses for equipment, evaluator competences, com-
pensation to users, and hours for running and analyzing test sessions. In addition to 
the cost of finding the usability problems, the total cost of a test also includes the cost 
of addressing the problems found. Several studies aim to justify the cost of usability 
tests by converting the estimated benefits of performing the tests into cost savings 
(e.g., Bias and Mayhew, 2005). However, the subjective experience of many developers 
is that usability work adds expenses, lengthens projects, and fails to prevent that new 
problems show up when the products are released. As a result, practitioners tend to 
show a strong preference for low-cost usability tests.

3.2 MODIFICATIONS IN PRACTICE
While the five maxims may sound indispensable, usability tests rarely achieve them in practice—for 
multiple, good reasons. The ideal depicted in Figure 3.1 masks that practitioners face conditions 
and tradeoffs that modify the maxims. Appreciating these conditions and tradeoffs is important 
to understanding usability testing. Specifically, the modifications of the maxims influence what 
you can conclude from a usability test. In interpreting test results, you should heed the following 
modifications.

First, robustness tends to come at the cost of validity. For example, in-the-lab usability tests pro-
vide a controlled environment in which various sources of variability can be kept to a minimum. 
The controlled environment yields robustness but at the expense of reducing naturally occurring 
variability, thereby lowering validity. Conversely, in-the-field usability tests are sensitive to the 
dynamic particulars of real use situations. While this ecological sensitivity bolsters validity, it also 
implies a lack of control that threatens robustness. That is, a rerun of the test will likely encounter 
different particulars and, therefore, yield different results. This tradeoff between robustness and va-
lidity is not specific to usability tests but common to empirical methods. It has led McGrath (1981, 
p. 179) to conclude that “all research strategies and methods are seriously flawed; often with their 
very strengths in regard to one desideratum functioning as serious weaknesses in regard to other, 
equally important, goals.”

Second, validity is hard to assess. As a result, it often receives scant attention. For robustness, 
we can run the test twice and compare the results; the overlap (or lack thereof ) is a direct indication 
of the robustness of the test. For validity, we usually cannot know until much later (e.g., by com-
paring test results with hotline calls) whether the problems reported from a usability test actually 
confuse users, slow them down, or otherwise degrade their user experience. The research on the 

3.2 MODIFICATIONS IN PRACTICE
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validity of usability evaluation methods mainly targets methods other than usability testing and 
does it by treating a usability test as the authoritative yardstick against which the other methods 
are compared (e.g., Bruun et al., 2009; John and Marks, 1997). This approach is flawed because 
it remains contested under which conditions usability testing is valid (e.g., Hertzum et al., 2009; 
Olmsted-Hawala et al., 2010).

Third, completeness may be tradable in formative, as opposed to summative, tests. Most usability 
tests are formative. A formative test aims to inform efforts to improve products and will often be 
part of an iterative design process (Nielsen, 1993). The main goal of a formative test is to pro-
vide insights that can feed into the design process and help improve the product. In contrast, a 
summative test is unrelated to product-improvement efforts. It approaches the product-as-is and 
aims to assess its usability, for example to determine which of two existing products is preferable. 
While completeness is pertinent in summative tests, it is less important in formative tests where 
subsequent design iterations will provide new opportunities for finding any problems missed in the 
current test. It may be argued that unless you have the resources to fix a problem before the next 
test, it is inconsequential whether you find it in the current test (Wixon, 2003). But it may also be 
argued that you misinterpret product status if usability tests are incomplete, especially if they fail 
to identify high-severity problems.

Fourth, early tests have higher impact but later tests are more valid and complete. The impact ratio 
of a usability test is the number of solved problems divided by the total number of problems found 
(Sawyer et al., 1996). This simple measure provides a rough indicator of the action taken in response 
to a usability test. Whiteside et al. (1988) report an impact ratio of 65% for the early, in-house 
tests of a product and 48% for the subsequent field tests. Hertzum (1999) reports impact ratios 
of 74%, 73%, and 0% for user tests conducted 5, 8, and 13 months, respectively, into a 14-month 
development process. The first of these tests was a robust-over-valid usability test conducted in the 
lab; the last was a valid-over-robust test in the field. In discussing when to evaluate, Buxton (1987) 
notes that “it is always too early (for rigorous evaluation) until, unfortunately, it’s suddenly too late.” 
Thereby, he pinpoints the tradeoff between impact (which points toward testing early) and validity 
and completeness (which point toward testing late).

Fifth, it is costly to achieve robustness, validity, and completeness. There are many threats to ro-
bustness, validity, and completeness. The competences, details, and test sizes required to avoid these 
threats may seem daunting and may lead practitioners to give up on usability testing altogether. To 
counter this risk, the use of usability evaluation methods must be sufficiently easy, fast, and low-cost 
to match practitioners’ competences, budgets, and time schedules. Otherwise, the methods are not 
usable. However, ease, quickness, and low cost cannot be achieved for free; they come at the cost of 
reduced robustness, validity, and completeness. The resulting methods are sometimes referred to as 
discount methods. Nielsen (1993) advocates that though discount evaluations are inferior to deluxe 
evaluations, discount evaluations are cost-effective and vastly superior to doing no evaluation work 
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at all. This argument has been very influential, though some have asserted that the methods, and 
the research into their qualities, may be damaged merchandise (Cockton and Woolrych, 2002; Gray 
and Salzman, 1998). At the least, the tradeoffs involved in discount methods necessitate that their 
reduced robustness, validity, and completeness are factored into the interpretation of test results.

The modifications of the maxims mean that applied usability testing involves tradeoffs: You 
have to think about what it is most important to achieve in each usability test. This clarification 
should be made in collaboration with the client who commissions the test. Once you have agreed 
upon what it is most important to achieve, the test should be designed accordingly. And the test 
results should be interpreted while keeping in mind the tradeoffs intrinsic to this test design.

3.2 MODIFICATIONS IN PRACTICE
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CHAPTER 4

Usability Testing: Step by Step
The rationale for conducting usability tests is that, in spite of our best efforts, early designs tend to 
be flawed. Early designs may: (1) match the users’ needs or workflows poorly; (2) presume knowl-
edge that the users do not possess; (3) present useful functionality in ways the users do not notice; 
(4) use confusing terminology; (5) require too many steps to complete a task; (6) include interaction 
sequences that lead to dead ends; (7) violate standards the users take for granted; (8) impose an in-
ordinate mental workload on users; (9) increase the risk of errors; (10) provide inadequate feedback 
to lead users to task completion; (11) lack aesthetic qualities; (12) be cumbersome to use; or (13) 
just fail to surprise and thrill. Usability testing helps identify such usability problems and assists in 
improving the early designs. In this chapter we presume that the decision to conduct a usability test 
has been made. Thus, the question is how to perform the test.

Before the test sessions:
• Design and plan the test
• Become familiar with the domain and prototype
• Recruit users
• Make tasks
• Set up equipment

During the test sessions:
• Welcome and instruct users
• Observe users and listen in on their thoughts
• Prompt users when needed
• Take notes
• Ask post-task questions
• � ank users

After the test sessions:
• Analyze test data
• Rate problem severity
• Devise redesign proposals
• Report test � ndings
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Figure 4.1: The three phases of a usability test.
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A usability test can be broken into preparations, execution, and analysis, see Figure 4.1. 
The preparations are the activities involved in transitioning from the encompassing development 
project to the usability test. The analysis includes the activities involved in transitioning from the 
test back to the development project. In between preparations and analysis, the execution of a test 
is the activities that enter into running the test sessions. That is, the three phases in a usability test 
are as follows.

Preparations: This phase involves designing and planning the usability test. The result-
ing test will depend on the specific purpose it is to serve and on the time and other 
resources available for conducting it. The key activities are familiarizing yourself with 
the domain and prototype, recruiting users, making test tasks, and setting up any 
equipment that will be used during the test sessions.

Execution: This phase consists of running the test sessions. A test session starts with 
the user’s arrival and ends when the user has completed the activities involved in tak-
ing part in the test. The key activities in this phase are welcoming and instructing the 
users, observing them, listening in on their thoughts, prompting them, taking notes, 
asking post-task questions, and thanking the users.

Analysis: This phase turns test data into usability findings. The findings may include 
both positive usability issues and usability problems, but the primary focus will nor-
mally be on the usability problems. The key activities in this phase are analyzing the 
notes and other test data, rating problem severity, devising redesign proposals, and 
reporting the test findings.

The preparations precede the execution, whereas the execution and analysis may, partly, run in 
parallel. The scope and complexity of the activities in each of the three phases depend on the par-
ticulars of the individual test. It, for example, influences the activities whether the test is performed 
by evaluators who are part of the development team or by external consultants. Evaluators who are 
part of the development team know about the product and project ahead of the test. In contrast, 
external consultants are brought in to perform the test but not otherwise involved in the project.

It is not easy to know when and how much to test. Two rules of thumb could be that to derive 
maximum benefit from usability testing you should start testing when you still feel a bit unready 
to do so and that you are more likely to test too little than too much. These rules of thumb echo 
Gould et al. (1991), whose third key principle simply says: “Early—and continual—user testing.” 
The following comments, collected from designers by Gould (1988, p. 761), reveal that standards 
and designers’ own opinions are insufficient for arriving at good designs. The comments are infor-
mal indicators of too little or too late usability testing.

• “We didn’t anticipate this.”
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• “But that is not how I thought it worked.”

• “What do users really want?”

• “I’m too pooped to change it now—it took so long to get here.”

• “Why is user testing so late?”

• “I would’ve tested but…”

• “We are surprised that…”

• “Even simple changes are hard.”

• “The help system will take care of this…”

• “A hot-line will take care of this…”

• “It’s not broken; that’s how it’s supposed to work.”

If you hear such comments on your project, you know that you have not observed and 
listened to enough users to be able to design a product that provides a good user experience. Or 
you have done so too late. Or your usability testing has had too little impact on the product. At 
the same time, it must be acknowledged that no amount of usability testing provides a guarantee 
against usability problems. In summary, Table 4.1 provides an overall checklist of issues to consider 
when deciding to conduct a usability test. The three subsequent chapters contain checklists directed 
specifically at the preparations, execution, and analysis.

Table 4.1: Checklist – overall issues
* A prototype—low-fidelity or high-fidelity—is ready to be tested (otherwise it is still too 

early for usability testing)
* Evaluators—one or several—with the necessary competences have been assigned to the test 

(otherwise the test results may be contested, left unused, or misleading)
* The resources—people, time, and equipment—allocated to the test match its purpose (oth-

erwise revisit Chapter 3 on the maxims and modifications of usability tests)
* Users are willing to travel to the lab to participate in the test (otherwise consider remote, 

unmoderated, or field usability testing, see Sections 8.1–8.3)
* A sufficient number of users is available for the test—without depleting the pool of users 

needed for later tests (otherwise consider a usability inspection, see Section 8.7)
* Resources are available for revising the product on the basis of the test results (otherwise it 

is too late for usability testing)

4. USABILITY TESTING: STEP BY STEP
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CHAPTER 5

Preparations: Designing and 
Planning the Test

A usability test starts with preparations ahead of the test sessions. The basis for the preparations is 
the embedding development process. This process defines the inputs available for conducting the 
test and the outputs expected from it. Preparing for a usability test involves five activities, which 
must be completed before the test sessions can be run.

• Designing and planning the test, including its relative focus on effectiveness, efficiency, 
and satisfaction (Section 5.1).

• Becoming familiar with the domain and prototype, including issues to do with the 
fidelity of the prototype (Section 5.2).

• Recruiting users, including the decision about how many users to run (Sections 5.3–5.4).

• Making test tasks, including considerations about their specificity (Section 5.5).

• Setting up any equipment that will be used during the test sessions (Section 5.6).

Table 5.1: Checklist – preparations
* The purpose of the test has been specified and the test has been designed in accordance 

with this purpose
* The preparations have been set down in a test plan that, at least, specifies the purpose, task 

list, user characteristics, and timetable of the test
* The evaluator is familiar with the domain or supported by someone with domain knowledge
* The evaluator is familiar with the prototype and knows, if it is a low-fidelity prototype, 

how to simulate its responses to the users’ actions
* The test users represent the intended user groups and have been recruited in sufficient numbers
* Test tasks have been made and they neither use product terms, nor hint at required user actions
* For open-ended test tasks: the tasks invite users to bring their real-world experience to 

bear on the prototype and, thereby, help clarify user needs
* For specific test tasks: the tasks are specified in concrete detail and the evaluator knows 

what needs to be included for a solution to be complete
* The equipment for recording the test sessions has been set up and the test location (the lab, 

company conference room, hotel meeting room, or other space) is ready
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Table 5.1 provides a checklist to help determine whether the preparations have been com-
pleted and the test can proceed to the execution of the test sessions. None of the checklist items 
can be bypassed without jeopardizing the test, but resource scarcity may mean that some items are 
done more thoroughly than others.

5.1 DESIGN AND PLAN THE TEST
Embarking on a usability test involves some level of uncertainty—and may even feel a bit unnerv-
ing: Do we know enough about user needs to conduct a test? Is the prototype good enough to 
enable effective testing? Have we got the design all wrong? However, the absence of such questions 
would be a bigger problem; it would indicate that you had probably waited too long with testing. 
Their presence emphasizes the need for planning the test. If the test is conducted early in the devel-
opment process, you may not yet have a clear sense of the user needs. An early test should help you 
learn more rather than focus on issues that presume clarity about user needs. If the test is conducted 
after many design choices have already been made, the test is more likely about refining a design 
that can no longer be changed fundamentally. It is important to spell out what the test should help 
clarify and to design it accordingly.

One way to specify what the test should help clarify is to determine its relative focus on 
effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction (Section 2.1). It may be tempting to presume that an 
effective product is also efficient, an efficient product also satisfying, and a satisfying product also 
effective. However, studies show that such correlations cannot be presumed to hold (Frøkjær et 
al., 2000; Hornbæk and Law, 2007). For example, Frøkjær et al. (2000) find that the variation in 
task completion time (i.e., efficiency) explained a negligible 2% of the variation in the quality of 
task solutions (i.e., effectiveness). Relatedly, Nielsen and Levy (1994) find that in 25% of the re-
viewed usability comparisons the users preferred the product with which they were less efficient. 
That is, effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction should be considered largely independent unless 
domain-specific evidence suggests otherwise. It is risky to conclude anything about, say, the effec-
tiveness of a product from a usability test in which only efficiency and satisfaction data have been 
collected. Typically, effectiveness will be the major issue in early tests because it relates to whether 
the product provides the right functionality.

Another way to specify what the test should help clarify is to determine which of the six 
usability images to apply in the test (see Section 2.2). To evaluate hedonic usability you will design 
your test in one way, to evaluate organizational usability you will design it in another. Therefore, the 
focus on one or the other image should be determined during the design and planning of the test, 
or even earlier. It should not be postponed until the analysis of the test sessions.

Specifying what the test should achieve amounts to determining the objective of the test 
(the why). This specification shapes the entire test. The design and planning of a usability test also 
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involves specifying what is tested (the product), who the test users are (the user characteristics), 
how the test sessions are organized (the test design, task list, and test moderation), what data are 
collected (logging and post-task questions), and when and where the test is conducted (the logistics 
and equipment). Rubin and Chisnell (2008) advise that the design-and-planning specifications are 
made manifest in a test plan.

By writing the plan down, rather than holding it in your head, it becomes a blueprint for 
the test and a key communication device. A written test plan provides a means of stating decisions 
made and checking off preparations that have been completed. However, the added cost of com-
mitting the plan to writing may lead to merely writing parts of it down, such as the task list. The 
more similar a test is to previously conducted tests, the less risky it is to forego part of the writing. 
But it is not risk-free. If the test plan is not written down, then it cannot, at least not to the same 
extent, be negotiated with the client. That is, it cannot be used as a vehicle for ensuring the client’s 
buy-in to the design of the test. Once the client has bought into your test plan, they are more likely 
to use your test results.

In addition to the task list, you will almost necessarily have to write out a timetable. The 
timetable specifies when the test activities will be performed and, thereby, how long it will take to 
conduct the test. Depending on, among other things, the competing commitments of the people 
involved, the duration of a usability test may range from a few days to several months of calendar 
time (Dumas and Redish, 1999). The unrelenting pressure of project deadlines and the widespread 
adoption of agile development methods push the duration of usability tests toward days and weeks 
rather than months. Based on a survey of 155 usability practitioners, Følstad et al. (2012a) report 
that the median time spent preparing, executing, and analyzing a usability test is 48 working hours. 
However, the time spent varies substantially: 25% of the survey respondents spend less than 24 
hours and 25% spend more than 80 hours. With progressively fewer hours, your test will be more 
and more restricted in the number of users you can run and the types of analyses you can make.

The design and planning of a usability test should be led by a user-experience profes-
sional. This person brings knowledge about how to conduct usability tests. However, many 
design-and-planning decisions require input from, and collaboration with, other participants in 
the development process (Dumas and Redish, 1999). The designers and developers understand the 
product and what it aims to support users in doing. The technical communicators know the prod-
uct documentation and which parts of it that need testing. Marketing knows who the prospective 
users are. The help desk knows about the problems users experience with existing product versions. 
Management decides the resources allocated to the test.

5.1 DESIGN AND PLAN THE TEST
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5.2 BECOME FAMILIAR WITH THE DOMAIN AND 
PROTOTYPE

Although evaluators are more or less experienced in conducting usability tests, they only conduct 
their first usability test once. Subsequently, they extend and hone their evaluation skills. Conversely, 
evaluators may, over time, evaluate products for a range of domains and, therefore, repeatedly face 
domains in which they have little or no experience. With increasing domain complexity, the evalua-
tors’ limited domain knowledge becomes an increasing hurdle to effective usability tests (Chilana et 
al., 2010; Redish, 2007). If the evaluators are also involved in project activities such as requirements 
specification and task analysis, they may already be familiar with the domain when they start to 
prepare the usability test. If not, they may learn about the domain from other project participants 
who are involved in these activities. Domain knowledge is also available from the prospective users 
of the product. Talking to people with domain knowledge is a valuable supplement to gleaning it 
from the task analysis, use cases, and similar project documents.

In simple domains, the evaluators mostly need to apply their existing knowledge to the do-
main in question. They do not need substantial amounts of new knowledge. Products for simple 
domains include those that target the general public but also a wide variety of products for smaller, 
unspecialized target audiences. In complex domains, Chilana et al. (2010) propose forming part-
nerships with domain experts. Such partnerships are valuable, if not necessary, in testing products 
targeted specifically at anesthesiologists, baristas, concierges, database administrators, electrical 
engineers, flight attendants, geoscientists, hair stylists, insurance brokers, journalists, and other spe-
cialist domains in which the evaluator lacks knowledge. The domain experts may assist throughout 
the usability test—from preparations, through execution, to analysis. They may, for example, assist 
in understanding domain terminology, answering domain-related questions from test users, and 
prioritizing test findings.

The evaluators also need to familiarize themselves with the prototype if they are not already 
familiar with it, for example because they have been involved in creating it. They need knowledge 
of the prototype for the other test preparations, such as for making test tasks. They also need it for 
activities during the subsequent execution and analysis phases. Prototypes differ in fidelity. These 
differences influence how the users perceive and react to the prototype. It is important that the 
fidelity of the prototype matches the purpose of the test. A prototype can be low fidelity or high 
fidelity (Rudd et al., 1996).

Low-fidelity prototypes demonstrate the general look of the interface. They visualize con-
cepts, depict screen layouts, and illustrate design alternatives. Because they serve communication 
and evaluation purposes only, they can be made with tools and materials tailored for these purposes. 
Consequently, low-fidelity prototypes include storyboard presentations, paper mockups, wireframes, 
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and other rapidly constructed, interface-only prototypes. Their limited interaction capabilities and 
lack of real functionality make them incapable of showing in detail how the product operates.

High-fidelity prototypes enable users to click buttons, enter data, follow links, and interact 
with the prototype as though it were a real product. They may be developed with dedicated pro-
totyping tools or they may be early versions of the real product. In the former case, they will be 
discarded after the usability test (just like low-fidelity prototypes). In the latter case, they are made 
with the tools for developing the real product and intended to evolve gradually into the real prod-
uct. Their high fidelity makes these prototypes suited for evaluating details in the product design.

During test sessions, the users interact with high-fidelity prototypes like they would interact 
with the real product—by manipulating the interface, examining the resulting response, and so 
forth. In contrast, the limited interaction capabilities of low-fidelity prototypes mean that they 
often do not respond by themselves. When the users indicate that they want to click a button, 
follow a link, or perform other interface manipulations, then the evaluator steps in and simulates 
the response of the product. In a paper mockup, the evaluator may, for example, manually replace 
the paper card that depicts the current screen with that of the screen that matches the user interac-
tion. To be able to simulate the product in a fluent manner, the evaluator must know the prototype 
thoroughly and devote considerable attention to the simulation task. This task leaves less attention 
for observing the users’ reactions and listening in on their thoughts.

Low-fidelity prototypes may appear primitive—unrealistic for the users, taxing on the 
evaluator, and too unlike a real product. They have clear limitations, but they also have important 
strengths, see Table 5.2. Several studies find that usability tests of low-fidelity prototypes identify 
substantially the same sets of usability problems as tests of high-fidelity prototypes of the same 
product. The identified problems are similar in number (Sim et al., 2013; Virzi et al., 1996) as well 
as severity (Catani and Biers, 1998). It appears that the users compensate for the unfinishedness 
of low-fidelity prototypes by mentally filling in the gap between the prototype and a functional 
product (Sauer and Sonderegger, 2009). However, other studies find that low-fidelity prototypes 
lead to other interaction patterns than high-fidelity prototypes and, as a result, to differences in the 
number and type of usability problems identified (e.g., Derboven et al., 2010; Lim et al., 2006).

Derboven et al. (2010) find that their low-fidelity prototype helped generate design ideas 
about user interactions, but they also caution that the user interactions attempted on the low-fi-
delity prototype did not generalize to the high-fidelity prototype. The generation of design ideas 
is pertinent to usability tests that are conducted early in the development process. Tohidi et al. 
(2006a) assert that early tests should focus on getting the right design (i.e., on the exploration of 
design options), while late tests should focus on getting the design right (i.e., on the refinement of 
a single design). Low-fidelity prototypes are about getting the right design. Contrary to high-fidel-
ity prototypes, they do not give the impression that the product has already almost been finalized. 
Thereby, a low-fidelity prototype communicates that many design decisions are still to be made and 

5.2 BECOME FAMILIAR WITH THE DOMAIN AND PROTOTYPE
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that critical comments and creative ideas are welcome (Snyder, 2003). In addition, the evident un-
finishedness of low-fidelity prototypes invites feedback on their overall structure and basic concepts 
rather than on details such as alignment and colors.

The low cost of developing low-fidelity prototypes makes it affordable to develop several 
low-fidelity prototypes, each depicting one design alternative. Users are less reluctant to voice criti-
cism when they are presented with prototypes of alternative designs, rather than with only a single 
prototype (Tohidi et al., 2006a). Their subjective ratings of prototype features are also less prone 
to inflation. Experiencing multiple alternative designs facilitates the users in thinking about how 
each individual design might have been different and in calibrating their ratings. The presence of 
multiple alternative designs makes it less socially stressful to voice criticism because the criticism 
will often be in terms of preferring one alternative over another, rather than in terms of not liking 
the only prototype presented in the test.

Table 5.2: The relative effectiveness of low-fidelity and high-fidelity prototypes
Strengths Limitations

Low-fidelity 
prototype

• Fast and cheap to create
• Provides substantive user feedback 

early in the development process
• Affords the creation and testing of 

alternative designs
• Communicates the concept well and 

therefore useful for proof-of-concept 
testing

• Invites creative feedback and design 
ideas

• Avoids the possibly intimidating 
presence of fancy technology

• Requires that a human facilitator 
runs the prototype

• Gives a limited impression of 
navigation and flow

• Gives no impression of response 
times

• Covers error handling poorly or not 
at all

• Does not demonstrate technical 
feasibility

• Is of limited utility after requirements 
have been established

High-fidelity 
prototype

• Can be operated by the users during 
tests

• Conveys navigational scheme
• Includes (partial) product 

functionality
• Allows for testing usability in detail
• Invites feedback on problems and on 

poor fit to user practices
• Has the look and feel of a real 

product

• Slower and more expensive to create
• Restricted to the refinement of a 

single design
• Inefficient for proof-of-concept 

designs
• Ineffective for requirements gathering
• May give a misleading impression of 

response times
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5.3 RECRUIT USERS
Users differ. Some users may have difficulty using a product feature that other users find intuitive 
or even enjoy. Reasons for such differences include varying levels of experience with similar features 
in other products, different expectations about how the product works, dissimilar inclinations to 
explore product features in the face of uncertainty, and differences in the level of attentiveness to 
labels and other interface elements. Because users approach tasks differently, they may also exercise 
different parts of the product in trying to solve a test task. Thus, some users experience a feature 
and, on that basis, find it easy or difficult to use. Other users do not even come across the feature 
and, hence, cannot say whether it provides a good user experience.

Because users differ, the recruitment of users is crucial to the validity of a usability test. Un-
fortunately, it cannot be known ahead of a test whether two possible test users will experience the 
product similarly or differently. Instead, the recruiting of test users must rely on demographics and 
other factors that can be established ahead of the test. Some products target audiences with spec-
ifiable demographics. For example, an app for midwives targets a predominantly female audience 
with a specific job role and a narrow range of educational backgrounds. For such products, the test 
users should, if at all possible, have demographics similar to the target audience.

Other products have multiple subgroups of users. Imagine, for example, an electronic health 
record with information about hospital patients’ condition and treatment. This product will be 
used by physicians, nurses, therapists, hospital pharmacists, medical secretaries, management, and 
others. Each of these user groups have different roles and responsibilities toward the patients and 
will, therefore, use the product differently. Because they use the product differently, it is unlikely 
that they will experience the same usability problems. For example, the problems experienced by a 
nurse will likely not be the same as those experienced by representatives of the other user groups. 
In addition, it may be necessary to subdivide the nurses depending on whether they work at, for 
example, a medical ward, a surgical ward, or an intensive care unit because these groups of nurses 
have different work tasks, different information needs, and different documentation responsibilities. 
Consequently, they use different parts of the product—or use the same parts but in different ways.

The subgroups of users may already have been identified and described in the development 
activities that precede the usability test. If so, this information should be consulted. If not, the user 
population must be divided into subgroups during the preparations for the usability test. A thor-
ough way of establishing the subgroups of users is the persona method (Marshall et al., 2015; Niel-
sen, 2019). Alternatively, you may walk through the product and visualize the users of its different 
parts. For each user group identified, you should indicate their (professional) background, main use 
of the product, level of experience, and other pieces of information that are deemed relevant. At 
the end of the walkthrough, you will have produced a matrix characterizing the user groups of the 
product. In producing this matrix, several overall distinctions should be kept in mind.

5.3 RECRUIT USERS
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• Average user versus user representative: The average user is unlikely to exist in practice 
but may serve as a useful abstraction against which to assess user groups. For example, 
the user representative in the encompassing development process is more often a prod-
uct champion or user advocate than an average user (Rasmussen et al., 2011). You are 
advised to bypass these user representatives in the recruitment of test users.

• User versus purchaser: The purchaser is the person who makes the decision to buy the 
product and make it available to users. In organizational settings, the purchaser will 
often not be a user himself or herself and will, therefore, know little about the par-
ticulars of using the product. You probably would not want to include the purchaser 
among the test users.

• Data-entry user versus product-output user: In organizational settings, some users are 
often tasked with data entry, while others reap the benefits that accrue from the out-
put generated on the basis of these data (Grudin, 1994). These two kinds of users will 
likely experience a product differently; both are relevant as test users.

• End-user versus manager: While the end-users operate the product, the managers over-
see the end-users’ work. Consequently, the end-users experience the product directly 
and have concrete knowledge about its use; the managers experience it indirectly and 
have more abstract knowledge about its use (Kensing and Munk-Madsen, 1993).

During early tests that focus on whether the product functionality meets user needs, it is 
highly relevant to include managers among the test users. During later tests that focus on refining 
the product design, end-users are the most relevant test users. If tests are conducted after user train-
ing has started, the test users should have completed this training; otherwise the product is tested 
with users who lack the agreed upon prerequisites for being users. That said, it might be prudent 
to include a couple of test users who have not had the training. Experience shows that in practice 
some users will often not get the training even though all users should in principle get it.

Yet another way of characterizing users is by the time at which they adopt new products. 
This characterization captures people’s overall attitude toward new products as well as their influ-
ence on their peers’ attitude toward new products (Rogers, 2003). Innovators are venturesome, like 
to try out new things, and are the first to adopt new products. They tend to interact mostly with 
other innovators. At the other end of the spectrum, laggards prefer the tried-and-tested solutions 
and mostly interact with others who also hold traditional values. They are the last to adopt a prod-
uct. In between these two poles, there are three additional adopter categories: early adopters, early 
majority, and late majority, see Figure 5.1. The early adopters are more integrated in the local social 
context than the innovators; they are respected by their peers as the go-to persons for questions 
about new products. That is, they have a high degree of opinion leadership. The early majority adopts 
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products before the average user and constitutes a numerous—and therefore important—category. 
They interact frequently with their peers but are seldom opinion leaders. The late majority is also a 
numerous category. They adopt products after the average user and often as the result of increasing 
peer pressure.

Innovators
2.5%

Early
Adopters

13.5%

Early
Majority

34%

Late
Majority

34%
Time

 
Laggards

16%

 

Figure 5.1: The five adopter categories, based on Rogers (2003). The innovators are, by definition, the 
first 2.5% to adopt a product (formally, the innovators are those users who adopt more than two stan-
dard deviations before the average user). The remaining adopter categories are similarly defined as a 
specified percentage of the total user population.

Innovators and early adopters are the adopter categories more likely to volunteer as test 
users. Innovators are rarely recruited, however. When they are, it is normally in an attempt to look 
into the future. The basis for these attempts is that innovators are considered to be “ahead of the 
trend” (von Hippel, 1986). That is, their experience with a product is considered indicative of how 
a broader group of users will experience the product when they at some future point are ready to 
adopt it. Like innovators, the early adopters are not representative of the average user. They are, for 
example, more innovation-minded and more forgiving toward usability problems. However, if they 
have served as test users, early adopters may spread the word about the product and their frequent 
opinion leadership adds weight to their words. In contrast, the late majority and laggards constitute 
half of the users but are unlikely to appear as test users unless actively recruited.

To get people to sign up as test users and actually have them show up for their session, you 
almost always need to provide an incentive. Money is a common incentive for test users external 
to the client company that commissions the test (Sova and Nielsen, 2003). You should ensure that 
these users receive an incentive commensurate with their time involvement. For test users internal 
to the client company, the incentives tend to be smaller and non-monetary. For both external and 
internal users, the use of monetary incentives may be complicated by national tax regulations or 
company policies. In addition, some people may be prohibited from receiving monetary incentives, 

5.3 RECRUIT USERS
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yet still be relevant test users. Non-monetary incentives include gift cards (e.g., for bookstores or 
coffee shops), gifts (e.g., a product from the client company or a bottle of wine), and lunch (e.g., in 
the corporate cafeteria after the test session). You should keep in mind that some users do not read 
books, others do not drink alcohol, and so forth. It may pay to be creative. For example, Hocken-
berry and Blackburn (2016) had students with overdue library fines serve as test users of the library 
website in exchange for fine waivers.

Ideally, the recruitment of test users is done by random selection from user groups with 
carefully specified characteristics. The random selection and pre-specified user characteristics reduce 
bias and bolster the robustness and validity of the test. In practice, random selection is near impos-
sible to achieve. Most usability tests are conducted with test users who satisfy some pre-specified 
user characteristics and were conveniently available. Convenience makes recruitment easier, but it 
should be remembered that the first eight people who respond to your invitation mail are exceed-
ingly unlikely to constitute a representative sample of the user population. Still, their participation 
in your test may lead to the identification of many usability problems.

5.4 HOW MANY USERS ARE NEEDED?
It is well recognized that too few users is a serious threat to the robustness and completeness of a 
usability test. It is much more debated how many users are needed to counter this threat (Borsci et 
al., 2013; Nielsen and Landauer, 1993; Schmettow, 2012; Spool and Schroeder, 2001; Virzi, 1992). 
The most sensible answer to the question about how many users are needed is that “it depends.” It 
depends on the following.

• The probability of encountering the usability problems: Is the product likely to have 
obvious usability problems or merely hard-to-find usability problems?

• The diversity of the target audience: Is there one homogeneous user group or multiple, 
heterogeneous user groups? 

• The intended completeness of the test: Is the purpose of the test to find major usability 
problems or to find major as well as minor usability problems?

We will consider these three issues in turn.
The probability of encountering the usability problems: Most models for estimating the number 

of users needed in a usability test assume that the probability of encountering a usability problem 
in the tested product is known up front. This probability, λ, is formally defined as the probability 
of finding the average usability problem when running a single user. If the usability problems in 
the product are, on average, easy to come across, then λ should be set close to 1. This is for example 
the case when the current usability of the product is low. Conversely, if the usability problems in 
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the product are, on average, difficult to find, then λ should be set close to 0. On the basis of λ, the 
proportion of usability problems found in a test with n users is given by Virzi (1992):

Proportion of problems found = 1 – (1 - λ)n

Figure 5.2 graphs this formula for different values of λ. If the probability of finding the aver-
age usability problem when running a single user is 50% or more (i.e., λ ≥ .50), then a usability test 
with five users will find more than 95% of the problems. In this situation, running more than five 
users will largely be wasted effort. The additional users will almost exclusively result in re-finding 
problems that were already found by running the first five users. However, this situation is rare. 
Setting λ to .50 (or more) corresponds to assuming that (at least) 50% of the problems have been 
found after running the first user. In most situations, this assumption is too optimistic. If you in-
stead assume that 10% of the problems have been found after running the first user (i.e., λ = .10), 
then a usability test with five users will only find 41% of the problems, and you will need 29 users 
to find more than 95% of the problems. In this situation, the return on running, say, 15 rather than 
5 users is a substantial increase in the proportion of problems found.
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Figure 5.2: Estimated proportion of problems found in a usability test for different numbers of users 
and different probabilities of finding the problems.

Overall, Figure 5.2 shows that the number of users needed to find a given proportion of the 
problems depends heavily on λ. Without a good estimate of λ, the 1 – (1 - λ)n formula is not of 
much use. It might be tempting to estimate λ on the basis of the first few users but doing so leads 
to overestimating λ and, thereby, underestimating the number of users to run (Lewis, 2001a). Table 
5.3 shows a hypothetical example of a usability test with eight users, each of whom encountered 
3–5 problems (indicated with an “O”). The eight users encountered a total of ten problems. After 
running the second user, six problems have been found (Problems #1, #3, #4, #5, #7, and #9). Thus, 
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if we estimate λ (i.e., the average proportion of problems found by a single user) on the basis of 
the first two users we get: λestimate = the average of 5/6 (1st user) and 3/6 (2nd user) = .67. This is a 
substantial overestimation compared to the value of .40 obtained after running all 8 users. 

Table 5.3: Hypothetical results of a usability test with eight users
Problems Accumulated 

Problems
λ

Estimate#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10
1st User O O O O O 5 1.00
2nd User O O O 6 0.67
3rd User O O O O 7 0.57
4th User O O O O 7 0.57
5th User O O O 8 0.48
6th User O O O O O 8 0.50
7th User O O O O O 9 0.46
8th User O O O 10 0.40
Note: O indicates that the problem was encountered when running the user (e.g., running the 1st user led to 
the discovery of five problems (#1, #3, #4, #7, and #9).

Table 5.3 shows that the overestimation continues if λ is estimated after running the first 
three, four, five, six, or seven users because new problems are encountered by later users. Further-
more, running a ninth and tenth user may lead to the discovery of problems not encountered by 
any of the first eight users. That is, .40 may also be an overestimate. Turner et al. (2006) provide 
formulas for adjusting λ downward to get a more accurate estimate on the basis of the first few 
users. Schmettow (2012) argues that such adjustments are too uncertain to be useful in practice and, 
more generally, expresses “doubt that 80% of problems can be discovered with only 10 users” (p. 70).

The diversity of the target audience: The question about how many users to run in a usability 
test also depends on whether the target audience of the product is fairly homogeneous or consists 
of multiple, dissimilar user groups. If the target audience is fairly homogeneous, then there is a 
better chance that a test user from the target audience will encounter some of the same problems 
as any other person in the target audience. Conversely, if the target audience consists of dissimilar 
user groups, then a test user may encounter some of the same problems as any other person in the 
same user group, but these problems may be quite different from those encountered by persons from 
other user groups. Dating apps, e-government websites, and electronic health records are examples 
of products that have multiple user groups with different prerequisites.

The 1 – (1 - λ)n formula assumes that any two users are equally likely to encounter any of the 
usability problems in the product. That is, it disregards the possibility of multiple, dissimilar user 
groups. When there are multiple, dissimilar user groups, then more users are needed. If the different 
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user groups can be identified, then Caulton (2001) recommends running a usability test for each 
user group. For the electronic health record this recommendation amounts to, at least, six usability 
tests—one for the physicians, another for the nurses, and so forth. The number of users to run in 
each of these tests can be estimated using Figure 5.2.

It is also possible that you believe there are dissimilar user groups, but you cannot say how 
they should be defined. In this case, one option is to estimate the number of user groups, multiply 
this number with the number of users suggested by Figure 5.2, and randomly select this number 
of users from the target audience (Caulton, 2001). For example, if you estimate that there are seven 
user groups (without being able to specify their composition) and that eight users are needed to find 
80% of the problems experienced by a user group (i.e., λ ≈ .20), then run 56 randomly selected users.

The intended completeness of the test: While completeness is an attractive property of a usabil-
ity test, it must be balanced against its cost in time and other resources. In the development of a 
multi-million-dollar system, the cost of running 40–80 users may be negligible. In an upgrade of 
the company intranet, Caulton’s (2001) recommendations quickly become unrealizable when the 
number of user groups increases. Another way of looking at Figure 5.2 is to use it for estimating 
how few users are needed to find enough problems to make the test worthwhile. A test is worth-
while if running it is preferable to proceeding without testing. Even with the modest assumption 
that the average problem has a 10% chance of being encountered when running a single user, a 
usability test with just four users will find one third of the problems (provided the target audience is 
fairly homogeneous). While this is far from completeness, it shows that a small amount of usability 
testing goes a long way.

In assessing the level of completeness necessary to make a test worthwhile, it is important to 
consider whether the test is summative or formative. Completeness is central to summative tests, 
which seek to give an accurate and balanced picture of the usability of a product. It is less important 
in formative tests because their completeness must be weighed against other considerations.

• The resources required to run and analyze a usability test increase with the number of 
users. A high level of completeness may require more users than the usability budget 
allows for analysis. If so, a test with fewer users may still provide valuable usability 
insights.

• The number of problems that can be fixed in response to a test influences how many 
problems it makes sense to identify during the test. If the development schedule 
merely allocates a week for fixing the identified problems, then there is no need for 
a test that identifies so many problems that it will take a month to fix them (Wixon, 
2003).

5.4 HOW MANY USERS ARE NEEDED?
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• The revisions made to fix a problem may introduce a new problem or render a hitherto 
invisible problem visible. By implication, the revisions made to fix many problems may 
substantially change the usability issues that remain in a product. Thus, one high-com-
pleteness test followed by one extensive revision cycle may produce a product with 
many remaining usability problems. 

For these reasons, it makes practical sense to identify and fix a manageable number of 
problems and then conduct a new usability test (Hartson and Pyla, 2012; Nielsen, 1993). The new 
test serves to evaluate whether the revisions were successful and to identify additional usability 
problems that were missed in the first test. In such an iterative design process, the series of us-
ability tests should—ideally—find the complete set of usability problems. The individual usability 
test should not.

5.5 MAKE TASKS
The test tasks serve three purposes. First, they prescribe what the users should try to achieve with 
the product. The particulars of the tasks ensure that the users exercise the product in concrete de-
tail. Without these particulars, the users would engage with the product for no other purpose than 
exploring it; the resulting test would be superficial. In addition, most users are uncertain about what 
it entails to participate in a usability test. The tasks help reduce this uncertainty by clarifying to the 
users what they are to do.

Second, the tasks focus the test on specified parts of the product. Most products have more 
features than it is possible to cover in a single usability test. Thus, it is necessary to decide which 
features to include in the test. Multiple criteria enter into this decision. For example, some features 
may be more central to the product than others; some features may be more in need of testing than 
others; and some features may be ready for testing, while others do not yet exist. Once it has been 
decided which features to include in the test, the tasks convey this decision to the test users.

Third, the tasks provide a goal against which the evaluator can assess the users’ actions. 
Knowing the users’ tasks makes it possible for the evaluator to: (1) follow what the users try to ac-
complish with their actions; (2) know what they should do to make progress; (3) realize when they 
are off track; (4) spot whether they overlook information needed for the task; (5) assess how closely 
their task solution matches the task particulars; and (6) appreciate why they find the product easy, 
frustrating, fun, tedious, rewarding, or disappointing to use.

With respect to their content, test tasks may be more or less specific. If user needs have not 
yet been clarified, then the functionality of the product is still fluid and it is premature to decide on 
a list of specific tasks. Any list of specific tasks risks targeting product functionality that later turns 
out to be irrelevant as well as risks missing tasks that later emerge as important. This situation is 
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common when usability tests are conducted early in the development process. In this situation, the 
usability test should help clarify the user needs.

Open-ended test tasks serve this purpose, see Figure 5.3 for an example. Open-ended tasks 
are also popular in later tests that focus on the users’ emotions, engagement, generic experience, and 
the like rather than on identifying usability problems (Bargas-Avila and Hornbæk, 2011). With 
open-ended tasks, the users should be free to explore and imagine how the product may support 
them and improve their experience. The tasks should impose as few constraints as possible. For 
example, the nurses in the test of the Round application (Figure 5.3) are neither presented with 
situational details, nor given a goal to achieve. Instead, they are invited to bring their real-world 
experience to bear on the prototype. Because open-ended tasks are mostly used early in the devel-
opment process, the prototype will often be low fidelity; thus, it too is open-ended. There is no right 
or wrong solution to an open-ended task. The users are set loose and the evaluator simply needs to 
be attentive to their feedback. In terms of preparations, familiarity with the domain is crucial to the 
evaluator’s ability to appreciate and follow up on this feedback.

Usability Test of the Round Application
You have just arrived at your workplace and you begin to prepare your work shift. Round is a 
new application that you can use during your work. (You have already logged in.)

Figure 5.3: Example of open-ended test task, based on Tarkkanen and Harkke (2019). The Round 
application is an interface-only prototype of a mobile app that provides nurses with access to the elec-
tronic patient record at the hospital.

If the usability test is conducted after the user needs have, more or less, been clarified, then 
the test tasks should be specific. Specific tasks are fictional situations, see Figure 5.4. To help the 
user imagine the situation, the task list may be preceded by a scenario that sets the scene for the 
tasks. Each task is specified in concrete detail to enable—or gently force—the user to solve the task 
with reference to a realistically complex situation. Without the specific details, it is for example 
likely that the users in the test of the U-Haul website (Figure 5.4) would not care much about the 
size of the moving truck but simply rent any truck. If so, the test would skip over an element that 
the U-Haul website aims to support because sufficient size is crucial to a real user’s experience with 
a rented moving truck.

In making specific tasks, the evaluator should also solve them and specify their solution. Ob-
viously, the solution should not be given to the test users; it is intended to help the evaluator assess 
the users’ actions by providing a point of reference. The evaluator may also consider to include a task 
that cannot be solved with the tested product (Cordes, 2001). In the real world, it is not uncommon 
for users to be uncertain whether a product can be used for solving a task. It may be relevant to 

5.5 MAKE TASKS
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test how users establish that a task is unsolvable with the tested product, how certain they are, and 
whether they find that the product ought to support the task.

Usability Test of the U-Haul Website
Your friends Mike and Anna are about to move from Pittsburgh, PA, to Denver, CO. They have 
an apartment in Pittsburgh consisting of a living room, a bedroom, a kitchen, and a bathroom. 
They want to find the cheapesst service for the move to Colorado. They expect to make the 
move themselves with some help from a few friends.
Task 1: The couple needs a truck that is suitable for all the furniture and belongings in their 
three-room apartment. Please find the total price the couple will have to pay for the truck. 
Note: they are moving on April 14th from Darlington Rd. in Pittsburgh, PA, 15217, to Emer-
son St. in Denver, CO 80218.
A 17' truck is required. The price of the truck is $1,213, plus SafeMove insurance $105, plus environ-
mental fee $5. Taxes are not included. The tax rate does not seem to be available from the website.
Task 2: Before you go any further, you want to check if Mike and Anna need a special driver’s 
license to drive the truck across country. Where would you find that info?

Figure 5.4: Example of specific test tasks, based on Hertzum et al. (2014). The example shows the test 
scenario, two (of seven) tasks, and the solution (in italics) for the first task. In the usability test, you 
would give the test user the scenario and the tasks but not the solution; the solution is only for the 
evaluator. U-Haul is an operational website for renting moving trucks.

Irrespective of their specificity, the test tasks should be brief and in plain language. Keeping 
the tasks in plain language includes using words that are natural to the user, rather than adopting 
the terms that appear in the user interface of the tested product. Otherwise, the tasks short-cir-
cuit an important part of the test, namely whether the users are able to relate the terms in the 
user interface to their tasks. It is also important that the wording of the tasks does not give hints 
as to the required user actions. For example, the scenario and first task in Figure 5.4 describe the 
amount of furniture and belongings in the couple’s apartment; it is left for the user to realize that 
this information implies the need of estimating which size of truck to rent. Furthermore, the tasks 
should preferably be available in writing so that the users can refer back to them whenever needed. 
Presenting the tasks one at a time helps the users in staying focused on the current task. Starting 
with an easy task reduces the stress often felt by test users.

The quality and relevance of the tasks matter. With increasing task quality and task relevance, 
a usability test tends to identify more usability problems (Skov and Stage, 2012). Thus, the work 
that goes into making good test tasks pays off. In testing products for international use, this work 
includes that you must customize the test tasks to local usage patterns. For example, Barnum (2011) 
describes that Chinese users of automatic teller machines (ATMs) prefer to take out all of their 
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salary for a month in one withdrawal, while Western users might stop at an ATM frequently to 
withdraw enough cash for a day or an event. This difference in usage patterns calls for differences 
in the test tasks, even though the tested product is the same for both user groups. Importantly, 
these user groups do not necessarily live in different countries. The international users of a product 
include immigrants, sojourners, and tourists.

Lindgaard and Chattratichart (2007) find that the number of severe problems identified 
increases with the number of test tasks. This finding reflects that a test with more tasks can cover 
more product features. However, it also accentuates the tradeoff between the number of tasks and 
the length of the test sessions. Typically, sessions are limited to little more than an hour to avoid 
that user fatigue produces misleading test results. Depending on the characteristics of the tasks, 
this limit allows for something like 5–10 tasks. In estimating how long it will take users to solve 
the tasks, time must be included for the users to understand the tasks, explore the product, recover 
from mistakes, think aloud, and answer any post-task questions.

5.6 SET UP EQUIPMENT
Usability tests can be conducted with nearly no equipment. A notebook for recording usability 
problems and user comments may be enough for a low-cost test that primarily seeks to iden-
tify glaring problems. Such a setup has the advantage of extreme flexibility. That said, additional 
equipment for recording the test sessions can dramatically improve the robustness, completeness, 
and impact of a usability test, provided the recordings are viewed during the analysis phase. If you 
do not have the time to view the recordings, you should not make them but focus on thorough 
note-taking instead. Three kinds of recording equipment are especially worth considering in setting 
up a usability test.

• Screen-recording apps, which capture the content of the product screen as it evolves in 
response to user interactions.

• Audio and video recorders, which capture the users’ behavior, verbalizations, body lan-
guage, and facial expressions.

• Logging apps, in which the evaluator can type free-text notes and click buttons to in-
dicate the occurrence of pre-defined events.

Screen-recording apps are available for laptops, phones, and the like but not for all the other 
kinds of products that may also be subject to usability testing. By being internal to the computer, 
such apps always have a full view of the screen, something that is often difficult to achieve with an 
external camera. External cameras are versatile because they can be used to record anything, but 
many users perceive it as stressful to be video recorded (Schrier, 1992). If the users become self-
aware or are otherwise not at ease, then they behave unnaturally. This unnaturalness reduces the 
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validity of the test. Most logging apps can be linked to a screen or video recording. In this case, the 
evaluator can designate a button to indicate the presence of usability problems. Clicking the button 
will then log the timestamp at which the problem occurred and, thereby, make it easy to return to 
this point in the screen or video recording during analysis. Other buttons may be set up to log when 
the users make hedonic expressions, when they start on a new task, and so forth.

A mundane element of the test equipment is the general look and feel of the location in 
which the test is conducted—the lab. In spite of its name, the lab may be a company conference 
room, a hotel meeting room, or some other space; it need not be a laboratory in any formal sense. 
To reduce its artificialness, the lab should be equipped with the most critical components of the real 
use context. This may include home-like décor when testing leisure products, office furniture when 
testing business systems, and different setups for tests with children as opposed to adults. Further 
contextual factors are also important to the validity of the test. Such factors include having everyday 
materials and tools available during the sessions and simulating interruptions and time pressures if 
they will be frequent during real use (Bødker and Madsen, 1998).

Traditionally, usability labs were divided into a test room and an observation room, separated 
by a one-way mirror (Dumas and Redish, 1999). The users were in the test room and could neither 
see nor hear what went on in the observation room. The evaluator and other spectators, such as the 
product developers, sat in the observation room from which they could see and hear the users. The 
rationale for the traditional lab was to avoid influencing the users. While some still consider this 
issue paramount, others loathe the associated formality. Generally, the proponents of the traditional 
lab are testing the utilitarian, as opposed to experiential, aspects of product use.

Those who loathe the traditional lab find that with the evaluator and users in separate rooms 
it becomes impossibly hard for the evaluator to facilitate the users in talking eloquently about their 
user experience. They recommend that tests are conducted in single-room labs with no observation 
room. Having the evaluator in the test room with the user is, for example, preferable in early us-
ability tests that aim to clarify user requirements, in tests with low-fidelity prototypes that require 
interventions from the evaluator, and in tests with users who need much assistance or prompting. 
That is, the decision about whether the evaluator should be beside or separated from the user 
depends on three factors (Dumas and Loring, 2008): the objective of the test, the fidelity of the 
prototype, and the characteristics of the users.

In tests of websites and the like, the relevance of the traditional lab is fading; it is increasingly 
found wanting in both cost-effectiveness and mobility (Sharma, 2013). Usability tests are increas-
ingly made with mobile equipment in single-room locations, such as meeting rooms. Furthermore, 
the spectators in the observation room of the traditional lab may raise ethical issues. In particular, 
Wilson (2007) notes that the users’ managers should not be allowed to observe the test sessions.
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CHAPTER 6

Execution: Running the Test Sessions
Running a usability test consists of completing a series of test sessions, one for each user. A test 
session begins when the user arrives to the lab and ends when the user departs from it. Between 
these two end points are several activities.

• Welcoming and instructing the users, including how to make the users feel at ease (Section 6.1).

• Observing users and listening in on their thoughts, including how to become sensitized 
to what they do and say (Section 6.2).

• Prompting users when needed, including considerations about how and how much to 
prompt (Section 6.3).

• Taking notes, including how evaluators manage to attend to test-session moderation, 
on-the-fly analysis as well as note-taking (Section 6.4).

• Asking post-task questions, including examples of standard instruments for gauging the 
users’ perception of common user-experience constructs (Section 6.5).

• Thanking the user at the end of the test session (Section 6.6).

Table 6.1: Checklist – execution
* The users have given their informed consent to take part in the test
* The users have been put at their ease before they start working on the test tasks
* The users have been instructed in what to do, including how to think aloud
* The evaluator has a rich repertoire of constructs and sensitizing questions for noticing how 

the users experience the product
* The evaluator has restricted prompting to affirmations (classic thinking aloud) or also 

prompted the users about their experience and reflections (relaxed thinking aloud)
* When providing assistance, the evaluator has preferred general hints to specific hints and 

aimed to restrict the provided information to the current step of the test task
* To complement the recordings of the sessions, or in place of recordings, the evaluator has 

taken notes of events of interest
* After a task, the evaluator has returned to any outstanding issues to ask the user for clarification
* If all users are asked predetermined post-task questions, then these questions have been 

worded carefully or standard questionnaire instruments have been used
* The evaluator has thanked the users for participating in the test and explained to them that 

their efforts to solve the tasks are valuable input to the usability test
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Table 6.1 provides a checklist for the execution of the test sessions. Evaluators may run 
through the checklist shortly before each session to remind themselves of issues they must keep in 
mind during the sessions. Or, evaluators may every now and then walk through the checklist shortly 
after a session to learn whether some of its items warrant their renewed attention.

6.1 WELCOME AND INSTRUCT USERS
When the users arrive for their test sessions, they likely know little about what is going to happen. 
They may also be slightly anxious about whether they will be able to do alright. Users with little 
interest in technology (e.g., late majority and laggards, see Section 5.3) may worry that they do 
not know enough about technology to fulfil their role as test users. Users with a strong interest in 
technology may worry that they will lose face by not appearing as technology savvy as they would 
like to appear. It is therefore important to take time to put the user at ease. For this purpose, the 
evaluator should:

• thank the user for agreeing to take part in the test;

• describe the objective of the test in general terms;

• introduce the user to the test room and its equipment; and

• introduce the product or prototype that will be tested.

The underlying theme in these explanations should be to convey to the user that the session 
is a test of the product, not of the user. It should also be explained to the users that they should 
merely express how they personally experience the product. They are not expected to account for 
the thoughts and views of, for example, their colleagues. There will be other sessions in which other 
users express their experience, and the outcome of the test is the aggregate of all the sessions.

In putting the users at ease, it is important to heed their cultural background (Barnum, 2011; 
Clemmensen et al., 2009; Frandsen-Thorlacius et al., 2009). When the user and evaluator have 
similar cultural backgrounds, they tacitly rely on shared cultural habits and manners of speech, such 
as shared metaphors. When their cultural backgrounds differ, the user and evaluator do not have a 
shared repertoire of cultural habits and manners of speech. In these cases, you need to devote more 
time and attention to establish a test situation in which the users comment freely on the product.

An example of a cultural issue is whether the users have a task focus or a socio-emotional 
focus. People with a task focus direct their efforts toward task-related goals and focus their at-
tention on monitoring the extent to which these goals are being accomplished. Thus, these users’ 
perception of the evaluator may not influence their behavior appreciably, because they just focus 
on the test tasks. In contrast, people with a socio-emotional focus direct their effort and attention 
toward the interpersonal climate of the situation and strive to maintain social harmony. These users 
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may be influenced by their perception of the evaluator’s status and may react to subtle cues in the 
evaluator’s behavior. A task focus is common among people with a Western cultural background, 
whereas a socio-emotional focus is common among people with an Eastern cultural background 
(Clemmensen et al., 2009).

To formalize their participation in the test, the users should sign an informed-consent form, 
see Figure 6.1. Informed consent is about protecting the users’ rights as well as the rights of the 
company conducting the test (Burmeister, 2000). The users’ rights include that they should receive 
information about the test, that this information should be comprehensible to them, that their 
participation in the test should be voluntary, that the data collected about them should be kept 
confident, and that the test sessions should involve minimal risk to the users. Minimal risk means 
that “the probability and magnitude of harm is no greater than that encountered in the daily lives 
of all (or the great majority) of persons in the population from which research subjects are to be 
recruited” (Weijer, 2000, p. 359).

The rights of the company conducting the test include that the users should not discuss the 
tested product outside of the test session. Such non-disclosure clauses are needed If participation 
in the test involves working with sensitive information, such as commercially sensitive information 
about new products or personally sensitive information about real persons who feature in system 
data. In addition, the users may grant the company restricted or full rights to the data collected 
about them. Restricted rights mean that the company may use the data for the purposes of the test 
only. Full rights mean that the users also grant the company the rights to use the data for other 
purposes, such as in the training of new evaluators.

When products are usability tested after an organization has started using them, the test 
users are often people internal to the organization. Such usability tests may provide pertinent 
input for product revisions, but they pose special challenges for informed consent (Burmeister and 
Weckert, 2003). For example, it may be questioned whether the test users’ participation is voluntary. 
Some will argue that the terms of employment are sufficient to require that employees participate 
in a usability test or, at least, that they can be expected to participate if their employer asks them. 
Even if internals are formally told that their participation is voluntary, there will likely be covert 
pressure to agree to participate and to remain until the end. Confidentiality also becomes a thornier 
issue with internal users. Internal users may worry that it will be possible to deduce their identity 
from the final test report, that unflattering stories about the problems they experience will leak to 
their colleagues, or that their test data will become available to their manager and possibly seen as 
indicative of their job qualifications. These worries increase if the test sessions are recorded or if 
they are observed by spectators other than the evaluator. To put the users, especially internal users, 
at ease, you must address such issues directly and up front.

6.1 WELCOME AND INSTRUCT USERS
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Informed Consent
Usability test of: [NAME OF TESTED PRODUCT]
Purpose: The goal of this test is to evaluate how users experience the tested product. As a test 
user, you will be asked to use the product for solving a number of tasks, while you think out 
loud. During and after the tasks, you will be prompted for additional information about your 
experience with the product.
Comprehension: At the beginning of the test, you are informed about the purpose and proce-
dure of the test. By signing this form, you indicate that you have received and understood this 
information.
Risk: You may become fatigued during the test. If so, you will be given the opportunity to rest. 
There are no other risks associated with your participation in the test.
Voluntariness: You are free to withdraw from the test at any time. Withdrawal does not incur 
prejudice or penalty of any kind. You are not obliged to provide a reason for withdrawing.
Nondisclosure: Because the product has not yet been released, you cannot discuss its features or 
your experience using them in the test for a period of 12 months after the test.
Confidentiality: All information collected during the test will be kept confidential. Unless you 
tick the box below, no information that may identify you will be viewed by people other than 
the evaluation team.
* I grant [COMPANY NAME] permission to use excerpts of the video and audio of my test 
   session in the communication of test results and in the training of test evaluators.

                                                                                                                                       
                       User’s Name                       Signature                                      Date

                                                                                                                                      
                  Evaluator’s Name                     Signature                                      Date

Figure 6.1: Informed-consent form; based on Burmeister (2000), Lazar et al. (2010), and Wilson 
(2007).

Finally, the users should be instructed in thinking aloud. Thinking aloud is an artificial thing 
to do; users do not do it during their day-to-day use of products. It is, however, an effective means of 
making the users’ thoughts available to the evaluator and, therefore, an important component in us-
ability tests. To implement thinking aloud, the users should provide a running commentary of their 
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thought process. The instructions about how to think aloud should exemplify the kinds of thoughts 
the users should verbalize. Depending on the objective of the test, the users may be instructed to:

• verbalize their deliberations about how the product works, their uncertainty about 
how to make progress on the tasks, their appreciation of the interface aesthetics, their 
frustration with specific product features, their expectations about what the product 
would support them in doing, and any other aspect important to their experience of 
using the product; or

• verbalize the task information they attend to, the sub goal they currently seek to ac-
complish, the interface objects they examine to match the sub goal to the available 
options, the information they infer from user-interface feedback, the answers they 
obtain for sub goals, and the conclusions they draw about whether they are making 
progress toward task completion.

While the former includes a rich set of reflections on how the users experience the product, 
the latter is restricted to the information that enters into performing the tasks. Hertzum et al. (2009) 
refer to these two forms of thinking aloud as relaxed thinking aloud and classic thinking aloud, 
respectively. Relaxed thinking aloud focuses on the experiential aspects of product use and is suited 
for tests that prioritize these aspects over the utilitarian aspects of product use. Conversely, classic 
thinking aloud focuses on the utilitarian aspects of product use. However, it can be used for a broad 
range of usability tests, provided the evaluator is prepared to infer the users’ experiential reactions 
from observing them and listening to their utilitarian verbalizations. One advantage of classic think-
ing aloud is that it comes with fewer validity issues than relaxed thinking aloud, see Section 6.3. In 
instructing the users about how to think aloud, it is effective to complement an oral instruction with 
showing the users a video snippet of a person who thinks aloud in the requested way.

6.2 OBSERVE USERS AND LISTEN IN ON THEIR THOUGHTS
Observing the users and listening in on their thoughts are bottom-up activities, which should be 
driven by what the users actually do and say. It is, however, not easy to see and hear what goes on 
right in front of you. Button and Sharrock (2009) consider it so difficult that their first rule for 
making observation is: “open your eyes.”  The meaning of this rule is that something is going on; the 
tricky part is to notice it. To notice what goes on, the evaluator needs a rich repertoire of constructs 
for thinking about how users experience products. With increasing richness in your repertoire of 
constructs, you can make still finer distinctions and, thereby, notice more and more aspects of the 
user experience (Hertzum and Clemmensen, 2012).

The ISO 9241 (2010) definition of usability alerts the evaluator to the three dimensions of 
effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction (Section 2.1). With increasing knowledge and experience, 
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these three dimensions get subdivided into many more constructs. Hertzum and Clemmensen 
(2012) find that 19% of usability professionals’ usability constructs are about effectiveness, 21% 
about efficiency, and 13% about satisfaction. The constructs about effectiveness for example include 
distinctions about relational aspects (e.g., “Working alone to produce a product” vs. “For fun with 
people I know”). However, Hertzum and Clemmensen (2012) also find that 47% of usability pro-
fessionals’ usability constructs are not about effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. Evaluators 
need additional constructs to perform their work competently. A large part of these additional con-
structs are experiential constructs beyond satisfaction, including constructs about visual aesthetics, 
creative expression, personalization, and fashionableness.

To become sensitized to how test users experience a product, the evaluator needs ideas about 
what to look for, listen for, and pay attention to. The objective of the test provides such ideas, as does 
familiarity with the domain, prototype, and test tasks. As described above, ideas also come from the 
evaluator’s repertoire of constructs for thinking about usability and user experience. Still other ideas 
may come from sensitizing questions. Sensitizing questions are questions that evaluators may ask 
themselves to open their eyes, and other senses, more fully to what goes on during a test session. 
They are neither questions posed to the users (but by the evaluators to themselves), nor intended 
as a scheme to be followed in any strict sense. Rather, evaluators can turn to sensitizing questions 
when they feel a need to stimulate their capacity for noticing what is going on.

Table 6.2 gives sensitizing questions for the utilitarian aspect of the user experience. These 
questions are most relevant when the test employs specific tasks (Section 5.5) and require that the 
evaluator knows the steps involved in solving the tasks. The questions are derived from the user 
action framework (Andre et al., 2001), which in turn builds on Norman’s (1986) seven-stage model 
of how users perform a task. According to this model, product use is a goal-directed activity. Users 
start off with a goal—a task—expressed in user terms. To achieve this goal, they need to convert 
it into a sequence of interactions with the product. The first three stages are about this conversion, 
which involves that the users determine the general requirements for achieving the goal, decompose 
it into sub goals, and specify the action necessary to achieve each sub goal. For each stage, a sensi-
tizing question seeks to alert the evaluator to the specific kind of difficulty that users may possibly 
experience at that stage. The fourth stage is the execution of the actions. It may involve difficulties 
such as pressing small buttons, completing actions within narrow timeframes, and remembering 
information obtained earlier in the interaction sequence. The three last stages are about determin-
ing whether the executed action produced progress toward the successful completion of the task. 
During these stages, the users perceive, interpret, and evaluate the feedback received from the prod-
uct. Or they fail to notice it, cannot understand it, or remain uncertain whether they made progress.
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Table 6.2: Sensitizing questions for the utilitarian aspect of the user experience, based on Andre et 
al. (2001)
Stage Description Sensitizing Question
High-level 
planning

Establishing the goal
Can the user determine the general re-
quirements for performing the task?

Intention Decomposing the goal into sub goals
Does the user try to achieve the right 
sub goal (or are sub goals dropped or 
out of sequence)?

Action speci-
fication

Specifying the action needed to 
achieve sub goal

Can the user determine what action to 
perform to achieve the sub goal?

Execution Executing the action
Can the user perform the action easily 
and accurately?

Perception
Perceiving the system state resulting 
from the action

Does the user notice the feedback?

Interpretation Making sense of the system state Does the user understand the feedback?

Evaluation
Evaluating the system state with re-
spect to the goal

Can the user determine whether prog-
ress has been made toward completing 
the task?

While the utilitarian aspect of product use is relevant to a vast number of usability tests, 
other tests are equally or more about the experiential aspect. Table 6.3 gives sensitizing questions 
for the experiential aspect of the user experience. These questions are derived from the custom-
er-experience framework by Gentile et al. (2007). They find that users’ experiences of products have 
multiple components, but they also point out that users more likely experience these components 
as a unitary feeling than as separate components. Thus, the sensitizing questions associated with 
the components apply to overlapping parts of the users’ product interactions—in contrast to the 
questions in Table 6.2, which relate to distinct stages in a process. The sensitizing questions about 
the experiential aspect of the user experience alert the evaluator to the multiple ways in which a 
product may have value to users: sensorial, emotional, cognitive, pragmatic, lifestyle, and relational. 
For example, products associated with lifestyle-related user experiences touch on values that are 
important to the users’ identity and ways of presenting themselves toward others. Getting this com-
ponent right may create loyal, long-term customers. Hertzum and Clemmensen (2012) find that 
usability professionals’ usability constructs are distributed across all six experiential components.

6.2 OBSERVE USERS AND LISTEN IN ON THEIR THOUGHTS
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Table 6.3: Sensitizing questions for the experiential aspect of the user experience, based on Gentile 
et al. (2007)
Component Description Sensitizing Question

Sensorial 
Stimulating the senses of sight, hear-
ing, touch, taste, and smell

Does the product arouse aesthetic 
pleasure, excitement, joy, a sense of 
beauty, or their opposites?

Emotional
Affecting the users by generating 
moods, feelings, and emotions

Does the product generate an emo-
tional experience and thereby an affec-
tive relation with the product, brand, 
or company?

Cognitive
Involving the users in thinking or in 
conscious mental processes

Does the product engage the users in 
using their creativity, in problem solv-
ing, or may it lead the users to revise 
their usual ideas and assumptions?

Pragmatic The practical act of doing something
Does the product enable the users to 
do something or express themselves 
easily and accurately?

Lifestyle
Affirming the users’ beliefs and system 
of values

Can the product be a means of adhe-
sion to certain values or of affirming a 
social identity or lifestyle?

Relational
Embracing the users’ social context 
and relationships with other people

Does the product encourage use to-
gether with other people, can it be-
come the core of a shared passion, or 
may it foster community building?

6.3 PROMPT USERS WHEN NEEDED
To make their thoughts accessible to the evaluator, the users are requested to think aloud while 
they solve the test tasks. However, the users will occasionally fall silent, for example to concentrate 
on the tasks. In addition, some users simply verbalize less than others. If the users’ silence lasts for 
more than about 30 seconds, then they should be prompted to resume thinking aloud. The users 
may also be prompted for their thoughts on specific issues that the evaluator considers important 
to understanding their user experience. However, such prompts risk distracting the users or other-
wise influencing their performance of the tasks. That is, they involve a validity risk, which must be 
weighed against the value of the information obtained.
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Ericsson and Simon (1993) distinguish among three levels of thinking aloud and contend 
that the two first levels do not alter the users’ behavior and thought process in any other way than by 
prolonging it. In contrast, the third level alters the users’ thought process and thereby possibly their 
manner of solving the tasks (Ericsson and Simon, 1993; Fox et al., 2011; Hertzum et al., 2009). The 
three levels of thinking aloud are as follows.

• Level 1: the verbalization of thoughts and information that are already in the user’s 
present focus of attention in verbal form. No extra processing is needed to report these 
thoughts and users need expend no special effort to communicate them. Level 1 ver-
balizations for example include verbalizing the attended snippets of on-screen text, the 
menu items considered for selection, the labels of followed links, and the information 
to be typed into input fields or remembered for later use.

• Level 2: the verbalization of information that is presently in the user’s focus of atten-
tion but in nonverbal form, including images and abstract concepts. While such infor-
mation must be recoded into verbal form to be reported, this recoding does not bring 
new information into the user’s focus of attention. The task in Figure 5.4 provides an 
example. In estimating the size of the moving truck needed for that task, the user may 
scan a mental image of her flat to get a sense of the amount of furniture and, in that 
process, verbalize the pieces of furniture that appear in the image.

• Level 3: the verbalization of thoughts beyond those occasioned by task performance. 
These verbalizations influence the user’s focus of attention by requiring that the user 
links present thoughts to earlier thoughts, which are thereby brought back into the 
user’s focus of attention. For example, users make level 3 verbalizations when they are 
asked to explain their behavior, to express what feedback they expect from the product, 
or to state whether their experience is pleasurable or frustrating.

Ericsson and Simon (1993) recommend restricting thinking aloud to verbalizations at levels 
1 and 2. The reason for this recommendation is that level 3 verbalizations alter the users’ thought 
process and, thereby, influence their behavior and experience. Verbalizing at levels 1 and 2 only is 
the definition of classic thinking aloud (Hertzum et al., 2009). It focuses on the utilitarian aspects 
of product use. In contrast, relaxed thinking aloud encompasses verbalizations at all three levels. 
It constitutes a relaxation of the thinking-aloud protocol recommended by Ericsson and Simon 
(1993) and yields first-hand verbalizations about the experiential aspects of product use. The choice 
of either classic or relaxed thinking aloud should reflect the objective of the usability test. In their 
survey of usability-test practices, McDonald et al. (2012) find that relaxed thinking aloud is the 
more common choice. Once made, this choice has implications for how to instruct the users in 
thinking aloud and how to prompt them while they solve the tasks.

6.3 PROMPT USERS WHEN NEEDED
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A standard phrase in classic thinking aloud is to instruct the user to “act as if you are alone 
in the room speaking to yourself ” (Ericsson and Simon, 1993, p. 376). This instruction can be 
reinforced by a usability lab divided into a test room and an observation room (Section 5.6). The 
rationale for this instruction is straightforward: It is easier for the users to maintain an exclusive 
focus on task information (i.e., verbalization at levels 1 and 2) if they do not think of themselves as 
involved in a conversation with the evaluator. In line with the instruction to the users, the evalua-
tor should largely remain silent and only prompt the users in ways designed to keep them talking. 
Specifically, the users should be reminded to resume talking if they have not been verbalizing for 
some time. You may for example use the neutral prompt “keep talking.”

Asking the users to pretend that they are alone in the room has, however, been criticized for 
making the situation artificial. For example, Boren and Ramey (2000) consider it counterproduc-
tive to assume that verbalizations can be divorced from communicative purposes. If it is, instead, 
acknowledged that the evaluator and user are communicating, then it becomes important that you 
design your prompts to create and maintain a highly asymmetrical speaker/listener relationship in 
which the users talk and you listen. Affirmations such as “okay,” “mm hm,” and “uh-huh” are par-
ticularly useful for this purpose. According to speech communication theory, listeners make affir-
mations at the end of a speaker’s conversational units to indicate that they follow what the speaker 
has said so far and wish for the speaker to continue with the next unit (Boren and Ramey, 2000). 
That is, affirmations serve the double purpose of indicating engaged listening and simultaneously 
indicating that the listener foregoes the opportunity to assume speakership. If you make good use 
of affirmations, then the communication with the users will proceed in accordance with deeply 
rooted conversational conventions. Consequently, the users will do nearly all the talking without 
experiencing the situation as overly artificial.

Affirmations are also highly useful in relaxed thinking aloud. However, in relaxed thinking 
aloud the evaluator also asks questions. Hertzum and Kristoffersen (2018) investigated what the 
evaluator says while the users are solving the test tasks. They found that 38% of the evaluator’s ver-
balizations are affirmations, 32% are instructions about the tasks, 16% are prompts for reflection, 5% 
are assistance in solving the tasks, 4% are prompts for description, and 6% are other verbalizations. 
The prompts for reflection are the clearest indication of relaxed thinking aloud (in classic thinking 
aloud the vast majority of the evaluator’s verbalizations should be affirmations). The prompts for 
reflection include asking the users to (Hertzum and Kristoffersen, 2018):

• state their impression of the product, for example “Do you think that was easy or 
difficult to find?”

• express their expectations, for example “So what would you expect there?”
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• elaborate verbalizations they made earlier, for example “So, is that what you thought 
when you mentioned they would want to [be able to do X]?”

• indicate whether they noticed specific pieces of information, for example “Did you see 
any options for choosing [X] when you placed the order?”

• take specific actions to clarify something for the evaluator, for example “Why don’t you 
take a look at the shopping cart and show me where you would expect it to show up?” 

• explain whether they interpreted a situation in one way or another, for example “Do 
you think that even though there is no insurance they still might not have to pay all of 
it, or is something automatically included and you said no to extra insurance?”

The two last examples invite the users to reflect further on issues they may have glossed over 
fairly quickly. Such prompts should be used with caution. They may be valuable when the users 
appear to have missed or misunderstood something and the evaluator wants to probe the extent 
of the misunderstanding. These prompts border on providing assistance and must be expected to 
influence the users’ behavior and experience. To avoid leading or biasing the users, the prompts 
should generally take the form of open questions, such as “What would you do next?” or “Tell me 
what you think of that task” (Dumas and Loring, 2008). Open questions merely invite the users to 
share their thoughts. In contrast, closed questions suggest a fixed focus or set of response options. 
Thereby, the user’s subsequent verbalization is largely reduced to a confirmation or disconfirmation 
of the evaluator’s reading of the situation. Closed questions should only be used when the evaluator 
wants information about something specific, such as “Do you think that is a relevant function?”

It may be tempting to construe a usability test with relaxed thinking aloud as a kind of 
interview. It is not (Hertzum, 2016). In interviews, the users can talk about a product and their 
experiences with it, but their talking is detached from concrete product use. In contrast, the users 
in a usability test exercise the product; their behavior and verbalizations relate to their use of the 
product for solving the test tasks. Thus, the relation between the users and the product is different 
in that the usability test maintains a focus on concrete product use. Furthermore, an interviewer 
relies on the users’ verbalizations for information about their behavior and experience, whereas the 
evaluator in a usability test observes the users’ behavior directly and prompts them for complemen-
tary information about the unobservable aspects of the user experience.

Zhao and McDonald (2010) find that for both classic and relaxed thinking aloud causal 
explanations, problem formulations, and recommendations are the three categories with the high-
est percentages of relevant user verbalizations, see Figure 6.2. In contrast, the three most frequent 
categories were action description, reading out text and links, and result evaluation. A total of 
83% (classic) and 73% (relaxed) of the users’ verbalizations were in these three categories, but they 
included few verbalizations relevant to the identification of usability problems. Figure 6.2 also ex-

6.3 PROMPT USERS WHEN NEEDED
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emplifies that it is difficult for users to restrict their verbalizations to classic thinking aloud: Users 
instructed to do classic thinking aloud also make causal explanations, problem formulations, and 
recommendations. These categories are level 3 verbalizations and thus go beyond classic thinking 
aloud (Hertzum et al., 2015).

Classic �inking Aloud Category Relaxed �inking Aloud
 

Causal Explanation
Problem Formulation

Recommendation
User Experience

Impact on Outcomes
Result Evaluation

Action Explanation
Action Description

Reading

100%

100% 75% 50% 25% 0%

86%

57%

23%

15%

7%

6%
1%

1%

88%

100%75%50%25%0%

82%

27%

24%

8%

8%

7%
1%

1%

Figure 6.2: Percentage of user verbalizations relevant to the identification of usability problems for dif-
ferent categories of user verbalizations, based on Zhao and McDonald (2010).

Talking is slower than thinking. Consequently, thinking aloud slows the users down and 
should not be combined with the measurement of task completion times. Fox et al. (2011) found 
that the slowdown differs for classic and relaxed thinking aloud. During classic thinking aloud, the 
users perform tasks more slowly but in the same way they might perform them when they are not 
verbalizing. Thus, their strategies for solving a task and their execution of it are unaltered. During 
relaxed thinking aloud, the users perform tasks differently when they think aloud. They have, for 
example, been found to issue more commands for navigating both within and among webpages, to 
spend a larger part of tasks on distributed visual behavior, and to experience higher mental work-
load (Hertzum et al., 2009). In addition, the users are asked to provide reasons for their actions 
during relaxed thinking aloud. Providing such reasons may shift their focus from the selection of 
the option perceived to be most promising toward the selection of the option supported by the best 
reasons.

The effect of thinking aloud on the users’ behavior also varies with their cultural background. 
Kim (2002) found that users with a cultural background from East Asia solved more tasks incor-
rectly when thinking aloud than when performing without thinking aloud. In contrast, users with a 
Western cultural background were not impaired by thinking aloud; they even appeared to perform 
better while thinking aloud than when they were requested to perform in silence. Thus, when the 
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test users have different cultural backgrounds, it must be assumed that thinking aloud affects some 
test users’ performance and that different users are affected differently.

If a usability problem occurs early in a task, then it may block the user’s progress and prevent 
the discovery of additional problems later in the task. To reach the later part of a task, the evaluator 
may assist the user who experiences an early usability problem, once it has been discovered that 
the user is stuck. In providing assistance, the evaluator should help the user while avoiding to give 
more information than necessary. The evaluator should avoid giving more information than neces-
sary because this information may not only assist the user in handling the present problem but also 
convey how to handle later parts of the task. If so, the provided assistance may result in missing 
later usability problems. Dumas and Loring (2008) distinguish four levels of assistance that provide 
increasing amounts of information.

• Breaking a repeating sequence: Sometimes users get stuck in a sequence of actions, 
which they repeat several times. In these situations, a simple “What do you think is 
going on here?” or “Try reading the task again” is often sufficient to get them back on 
track. Such prompts provide minimal information about how to proceed.

• Providing a general hint: Users often come close to finding the right option or piece of 
information, but fail to notice it. In these situations, it may help to ask: “Remember 
how you started this task? You were getting close.” If the user has not yet come close, 
then a useful general hint may be: “You might want to have a look at the menus you 
haven’t opened yet.”

• Providing a specific hint: If the previous levels of assistance are not sufficient, then the 
evaluator needs to turn the user’s focus of attention to the relevant part of the product. 
Examples of such specific hints include “The information you are looking for is in the 
FAQ section” or “The ‘wish list’ is not the same as the ‘shopping cart’.”

• Telling users how to do the next step: In some situations it is preferable not to spend more 
time on the current step of the task because there are still several tasks left or the user is 
getting dispirited. Still, the assistance should as far as possible be restricted to the next 
step of the task, for example “Return to the previous page and click the second option.”

6.4 TAKE NOTES
During a test session the evaluator has three roles. First, you must moderate the session. As a mod-
erator, you instruct the users, make them feel at ease, remind them to think aloud, and finally thank 
them for their participation in the test. Second, you must do on-the-fly analysis. As an analyst, 
you observe the users, listen in on their thoughts, prompt them for additional information, and 

6.4 TAKE NOTES
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ask post-task questions. Third, you must take notes. As a note-taker, you log events of interest. The 
three roles are interconnected, for example the notes document the outcome of on-the-fly analysis. 
At the same time, the roles run in parallel, which makes it taxing to manage all three of them. You 
may consider distributing the roles among several people, especially if some of the people on the 
usability team are not yet experienced. In addition, equipment for recording the screen and user 
verbalizations (Section 5.6) reduces the need for manual note-taking. Yet, good notes are valuable 
even in the presence of recordings. Notes provide pointers into the recordings, thereby expediting 
the subsequent analysis phase.

The notes should capture what the problem is—or what hedonic experience or design possi-
bility the evaluator has noticed. Each note should also indicate which product element it concerns 
(e.g., the order-confirmation page or the game-status indicator). If the sessions are recorded, then 
the notes should include timestamps, which make it easy to consult the associated part of the re-
cording. If the sessions are not recorded, then the notes must also capture what happened, though 
necessarily in a condensed format. The description of what happened should be concrete and focus 
on what the user did and said, thereby providing the evaluator with a basis for subsequently analyz-
ing the reasons why it happened. In addition, the evaluator may take temporary notes about issues 
that should be clarified during the post-task questions.

Kjeldskov et al. (2004) propose that the usability team runs all test sessions on the same day 
and meet immediately after the last session to analyze the sessions and document the identified 
problems. With this approach, the execution and analysis phases of the test are conducted within 
a single day, thereby enabling quick design iterations but also necessitating good notes. The ap-
proach resembles Krug’s (2014, p. 118) recommendation that development teams should “spend 
one morning a month doing usability testing.” However, Krug deemphasizes note-taking. The 
approach by Kjeldskov et al. (2004) includes a designated note-taker as well as a moderator/ana-
lyst; screen or video recordings are not employed. Because the analysis and documentation of the 
problems are performed immediately after the sessions, the usability team can still remember much 
of what happened. By walking through the note-taker’s notes, they jog their memory, discuss how 
the users experienced the product, and agree on which problems to report. Kjeldskov et al. (2004) 
find that this instant-analysis approach identifies 85% of the critical problems reported in a more 
time-consuming usability test that identified problems by analyzing video recordings. However, the 
instant-analysis approach failed to identify many low-severity problems.

The designated note-taker is central to the instant-analysis approach, but it also relies on 
minimizing the period of time for which the usability team must remember what happened during 
the sessions. If the test sessions are spread over multiple days, then the need for notes or record-
ings increases because the evaluator can no longer rely on being able to remember what happened. 
Similarly, the need for notes or recordings increases if the analysis stretches over multiple days, or 
if test completeness is desired for problems at all levels of severity.
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6.5 ASK POST-TASK QUESTIONS
The primary focus during the tasks is on the specifics of how the users experience and interact with 
the product. After a task has been completed, there is an opportunity for the users to take a step 
back and reflect on the total experience of using the product to solve the task. To facilitate com-
parison across sessions, the evaluator often asks all users the same predetermined post-task ques-
tions—and follow up with additional, on-the-fly questions. The questions may be asked after each 
task, if the answers are likely to vary across tasks in important ways. Or they may be asked after all 
tasks have been completed, if the intention is to obtain the users’ general impression of the product.

It is often relevant to ask the users whether the task resembled how they would work with 
the product in a real-world situation. This question may, especially in early usability tests, reveal 
new information about the context of use and the user needs. It is also relevant to revisit specific 
parts of the task, if the evaluator has questions about how the users experienced the interaction or 
what caused them problems. The evaluator is particularly likely to have such questions in tests that 
apply classic thinking aloud and, thus, do not allow for asking these questions during the tasks. In 
addition, it is often relevant to ask the users whether they found the task easy or difficult and how 
they liked using the product. Standard instruments have been developed for gauging these aspects 
of the user experience. The advantage of these instruments is that they have been validated. Thus, 
there is good reason to believe that they measure what they purport to measure. Several of the 
instruments also come with reference values for assessing how well the tested product is perceived 
compared to other products. Tullis and Albert (2013) describe a range of standard instruments for 
having users rate aspects of their experience with a product. Three commonly used instruments are 
described in the following.

The Task Load Index (TLX) measures mental workload (Hart and Staveland, 1988). It con-
sists of six items, see Table 6.4. Each item captures the users’ perception of a distinct dimension of 
mental workload. The first three items gauge the demands posed by the task relative to the users’ 
resources. The fourth item combines the three previous items into an aggregated rating of how 
effortful it was for the users to accomplish the task. The two last items give the users’ assessment 
of their performance and process. The users rate the items on scales from 0–100. The six items can 
be averaged into an overall workload measure but at the expense of diagnostic power. To preserve 
diagnostic power, the values of all six items are often reported, thereby for example making it pos-
sible to assess whether frustration decreases over a series of usability tests.

6.5 ASK POST-TASK QUESTIONS
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Table 6.4: The Task Load Index (TLX), based on Hart and Staveland (1988)
Construct Description Response Options

Mental 
demand

How much mental and perceptual activity was re-
quired (e.g., thinking, deciding, calculating, remem-
bering, looking, and searching)?

Low (0)–High (100)

Physical 
demand

How much physical activity was required (e.g., push-
ing, pulling, turning, controlling, and activating)?

Low (0)–High (100)

Temporal 
demand

How much time pressure did you feel due to the rate 
or pace at which the tasks or task elements occurred?

Low (0)–High (100)

Effort
How hard did you have to work (mentally and 
physically) to accomplish your level of performance?

Low (0)–High (100)

Performance
How successful do you think you were in accom-
plishing the goals of the task? How satisfied were 
you with your performance?

Good (0)–Poor (100)

Frustration
How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed, and 
annoyed versus secure, gratified, content, relaxed, 
and complacent did you feel during the task?

Low (0)–High (100)

The System Usability Scale (SUS) yields a single number that constitutes a composite rating 
of the usability of the tested product (Brooke, 1996). The SUS instrument consists of ten questions 
that are rated on five-point scales, see Table 6.5. The ratings of the individual questions are not 
meaningful on their own. To calculate the SUS score, you first determine the contribution from 
each question. For odd-numbered questions, the contribution is the rating minus 1. For even-num-
bered questions, the contribution is 5 minus the rating. Then you add the ten contributions and 
multiply the sum by 2.5. The resulting SUS score is a number between 0 and 100.

On the basis of 206 usability tests with a total of 2324 users, Bangor et al. (2008) provide 
reference values for SUS scores: 25% of the usability tests yielded SUS scores (averaged across the 
test users) below 62, 25% in the range from 62–71, 25% in the range from 71–79, and 25% above 
79. That is, a product must obtain a SUS score of at least 71 to be in the top half. Grouping the 
usability tests according to the type of product shows slight variation in the SUS score required 
to be in the top half, including 75 for graphical user interfaces, 68 for websites, and 67 for cell-
phone equipment.
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Table 6.5: The System Usability Scale (SUS), based on Brooke (1996). All ten questions are rated on 
five-point scales from “Strongly disagree” (1) to “Strongly agree” (5)
# Question

1 I think I would like to use this system frequently
2 I found the system unnecessarily complex
3 I thought the system was easy to use
4 I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system
5 I found the various functions in this system were well integrated
6 I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system
7 I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly
8 I found this system very cumbersome to use
9 I felt very confident using the system
10 I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system

While the SUS instrument is restricted to the utilitarian aspect of product use, the User Ex-
perience Questionnaire (UEQ) covers both utilitarian and experiential aspects (Schrepp et al., 2017). 
Its 26 items tap the six constructs of attractiveness, perspicuity, efficiency, dependability, stimulation, 
and novelty, see Table 6.6. Attractiveness is the users’ overall impression of the product. The three 
next constructs are pragmatic (utilitarian) qualities. The two last constructs are hedonic (experien-
tial) qualities. To calculate the six construct scores, you first ensure that all items are coded with -3 
as the negative endpoint and 3 as the positive endpoint (i.e., for the reversed items you need to in-
vert the sign of the ratings). Then you average the ratings of the items that constitute each construct.

On the basis of data from 246 product evaluations from a total of 9905 users, Schrepp et al. 
(2017) provide reference values for the six UEQ constructs, see Table 6.7. For example, a product 
must score at least 1.17 to be in the top half for attractiveness. Because the UEQ instrument in-
cludes both pragmatic and hedonic constructs, it can be used to diagnose how a product balances 
these two kinds of qualities against each other. The UEQ instrument can also be used to assess 
whether the pragmatic qualities of a product derive from perspicuity, efficiency, or dependability 
and whether its hedonic qualities derive from stimulation or novelty.

6.5 ASK POST-TASK QUESTIONS
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Table 6.6: The User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ), based on Schrepp et al. (2017). All 26 items 
are rated on seven-point scales from -3 to 3
Item Item Endpoints Reversed?
Attractiveness: Overall impression of the product – do users like or dislike it?
ATT1 Annoying – Enjoyable
ATT2 Good – Bad Yes
ATT3 Unlikable – Pleasing
ATT4 Unpleasant – Pleasant
ATT5 Attractive – Unattractive Yes
ATT6 Friendly – Unfriendly Yes
Perspicuity: Is the product easy to understand and use?
PER1 Not understandable – Understandable
PER2 Easy to learn – Difficult to learn Yes
PER3 Complicated – Easy
PER4 Clear – Confusing Yes
Efficiency: Can users solve their tasks without unnecessary effort? 
EFF1 Fast – Slow Yes
EFF2 Inefficient – Efficient
EFF3 Impractical – Practical
EFF4 Organized – Cluttered Yes
Dependability: Do the users feel in control of the interaction?
DEP1 Unpredictable – Predictable
DEP2 Obstructive – Supportive
DEP3 Secure – Not secure Yes
DEP4 Meets expectations – Does not meet expectations Yes
Stimulation: Is it exciting and motivating to use the product?
STI1 Valuable – Inferior Yes
STI2 Boring – Exciting
STI3 Not interesting – Interesting
STI4 Motivating – Demotivating Yes
Novelty: Is the product innovative and creative?
NOV1 Creative – Dull Yes
NOV2 Inventive – Conventional Yes
NOV3 Usual – Leading edge
NOV4 Conservative - Innovative
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Table 6.7: Reference values for the UEQ instrument, based on Schrepp et al. (2017)
Group Attractiveness Perspicuity Efficiency Dependability Stimulation Novelty
Excellent 
(top 10%)

1.75 – 3.00 1.90 – 3.00 1.78 – 3.00 1.65 – 3.00 1.55 – 3.00 1.40 – 3.00

Good 
(next 15%)

1.52 – 1.75 1.56 – 1.90 1.47 – 1.78 1.48 – 1.65 1.31 – 1.55 1.05 – 1.40

Above average 
(25%)

1.17 – 1.52 1.08 – 1.56 0.98 – 1.47 1.14 – 1.48 0.99 – 1.31 0.71 – 1.05

Below average 
(25%)

0.70 – 1.17 0.64 – 1.08 0.54 – 0.98 0.78 – 1.14 0.50 – 0.99 0.30 – 0.71

Poor 
(bottom 25%)

-3.00 – 0.70 -3.00 – 0.64 -3.00 – 0.54 -3.00 – 0.78 -3.00 – 0.50 -3.00 – 0.30

Tohidi et al. (2006b) has explored an alternative to asking the users questions about their 
experience. At the end of the test session, they ask the users to sketch their ideas for an ideal user 
interface on a sheet of paper. Sketching is central to ideation and design because it allows for a 
dialogue between the sketch and the sketcher. To use a metaphor, the sketch talks back and thereby 
brings out unanticipated features of the sketched design. By engaging the users in sketching, Tohidi 
et al. (2006b) obtain a creative kind of feedback that is very different from the feedback you obtain 
by having the users think aloud and answer post-task questions. Such creative feedback may be 
especially valuable during early usability tests.

6.6 THANK THE USER
Without test users there would be no usability tests. The users’ preparedness to participate in us-
ability tests is a prerequisite for learning about how they experience the product. The importance 
and value of the users’ participation may already have been mentioned as an incentive during re-
cruitment, as a welcome when the users arrived for their session, and as a motivator while solving 
the tasks. However, it is well worth repeating at the end of the session. It may not be obvious to the 
users that their, possibly unsuccessful, efforts to solve the tasks are valuable input to the usability 
test and design process. Rather, some users may worry that they did not perform well, in spite of 
your explanation that the test is about how the product performs. These users’ experience of the test 
session can be altered by exemplifying how one of their difficulties with understanding the product 
has revealed possibilities for design improvements. The end of the session is also your final oppor-
tunity to answer any questions that the users may have about the test.

6.6 THANK THE USER
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CHAPTER 7

Analysis: Analyzing the Data and 
Reporting the Findings

The analysis phase consists of turning the test data into usability findings. The primary focus will 
normally be on the identified usability problems but usability tests are also an opportunity to rec-
ognize the product features that work well and create good user experiences. While the usability 
problems should be fixed, the positive usability features should be retained. The analysis of the test 
sessions consists of:

• analyzing the test data, including considerations about what constitutes a usability 
problem and how many evaluators are needed (Sections 7.1–7.2);

• rating problem severity and, thereby, facilitating the prioritization of design resources by 
indicating which problems it matters the most to fix (Section 7.3);

• devising redesign proposals to supply the designers with inspiration for problem fixes 
and other design improvements (Section 7.4); and

• reporting the test findings, including considerations about how to ensure that the test 
has high impact on the continued development of the product (Section 7.5).

The analysis can partly be done in parallel with running the test sessions because the analysis 
of the test data starts by identifying the usability problems that surfaced in the individual sessions. 
Redesign proposals may also be devised in parallel with the test sessions. In contrast, problem 
severity cannot be rated until all sessions have been run because it depends on the number of test 
users who experience the problem. Table 7.1 provides a checklist for the analysis of the test sessions.
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Table 7.1: Checklist – analysis
* Usability problems have been identified on the basis of the users’ behavior and verbaliza-

tions; the evaluator has not expected that the users express all usability problems verbally
* If the test aims for complete coverage of the usability problems experienced by the users, 

then the evaluator has reviewed recordings of the test sessions
* The evaluator has been sensitive to the users’ cultural background and, for example, at-

tended to factors such as conversational indirectness in the analysis of the test data
* In important tests, at least two evaluators have independently analyzed the test data and 

then merged their usability findings
* The impact, frequency, and persistence of a problem have been taken into consideration 

when rating its severity
* Severity ratings made by a single evaluator are recognized as a weak basis for deciding 

which problems to fix; whenever possible, severity ratings have been made by a team of 
evaluators

* Redesign proposals have been provided as a supplement to problem descriptions, especially 
for the problems that do not have an obvious fix

* The test findings have been reported to the development team, including the location, 
cause, evidence, rating, and proposed solution of each problem

* In addition to conveying information for understanding the test findings, the evaluator has 
engaged in convincing the development team to prioritize the findings

7.1 ANALYZE TEST DATA
To analyze the test data, the evaluator must analyze the individual sessions and merge findings 
across sessions. The former serves to turn the user behavior and verbalizations into usability find-
ings, the latter to compile the list of findings and determine their frequency. Keeping the two steps 
of the analysis separate produces the most comprehensive analysis. Performing both steps at the 
same time provides for a less time-consuming analysis. If the analysis consists of viewing recordings 
of the sessions, then the first step of the analysis will necessarily be to analyze each session on its 
own. In contrast, an analysis based exclusively on session notes allows the usability team more free-
dom. They may analyze the notes session by session before they compile them into a full list or they 
may analyze the notes in a cross-session manner from the beginning. An initial session-by-session 
analysis is highly recommended if the test aims for completeness or for identifying low-severity as 
well as high-severity problems.

Følstad et al. (2012a) report that 19% of usability practitioners make their analysis on the 
basis of a full review of the video-recorded sessions and 34% on the basis of a partial video review. 
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Studies have also investigated the relative contributions of observing the users and listening in on 
their thoughts. McDonald et al. (2016) find that for classic thinking aloud 51% of the problems 
are identified by listening in on the user verbalizations, for relaxed thinking aloud it is 68%. The 
remaining problems are identified by observing the users or by a combination of observing and 
listening. These findings indicate that thinking aloud is crucial to usability testing. However, they 
also indicate that the evaluator cannot rely on the users to verbalize all problems; a sizable fraction 
of the problems are identified, fully or partly, by observing the users.

The importance of observing the users appears to be even greater during classic than relaxed 
thinking aloud because the verbalizations made during classic thinking aloud are more restricted. 
While McDonald et al. (2016) find that the difference is not all that big (51% vs. 68%), van den 
Haak et al. (2004) find that only 18% of the problems identified during classic thinking aloud are 
identified by listening to the users’ verbalizations. In their study, as much as 57% of the problems 
are identified by observing the users and the remaining 26% by a combination of observing and 
listening, thereby further emphasizing the importance of observing the users.

To turn test data into usability findings, you must be able to recognize usability problems. 
Virzi (1992, p. 461) defines a usability problem as “a change needed in the user interface.” Such a 
definition says little about what the evaluator should concretely look and listen for to identify the 
usability problems in a product. Others have attempted to provide more concrete guidance on how 
to identify usability problems (e.g., Fan et al., 2019; Følstad et al., 2012a; Jacobsen et al., 1998; 
Stone et al., 2005). Following these studies, the evaluator who seeks to identify usability problems 
should analyze the test data for situations in which the following occurs.

• Users express frustration, impatience, uncertainty, or other negative emotions about 
the product or the fit between the product and the task. Such expressions are most 
evident when they are verbal, but the evaluator may also read them off the users’ body 
language and behavior.

• Users express surprise, which indicates a mismatch between the product and the users’ 
expectations. If the users are negatively surprised, then they likely experienced a us-
ability problem; otherwise they likely had a positive user experience.

• Users need assistance to solve a task. Assistance should normally be held off until it 
is apparent that the users are stuck and why they are stuck. When this has become 
apparent, a usability problem has been identified.

• Users need to try several actions before they find one that brings them closer to task 
completion. That is, they open menus, visit webpages, choose options, and then come 
to realize that they are not making progress and, thus, need to backtrack.

7.1 ANALYZE TEST DATA
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• Without noticing it, users miss information or task steps necessary to arrive at a complete 
solution to a task. The users cannot raise such problems; they must be noticed by the eval-
uator through comparing the complete solution with the users’ actions and task solution.

• The product causes mental overload by, for example, requiring that users remember 
complex information from early to late subtasks or continuously pace themselves 
to keep up with the product. A frequent indicator of increased mental load is fewer 
verbalizations.

• The product violates standards or conventions. Such violations make the product 
hard to learn because users cannot transfer experience with other products to the 
tested product. It also becomes harder to switch between the tested product and stan-
dard-compliant products.

• The product fails to instill trust and credibility. If so, users will be reluctant to trust the prod-
uct with information as well as to trust the information provided by the product. Credibility 
is difficult to test in lab settings; you must be sensitive to fine changes in the user experience.

In addition to this list of criteria, the analysis may be facilitated by questions such as those for 
sensitizing the evaluator to the users’ behavior and verbalizations (Section 6.2). However, neither 
criteria nor questions can quantify how much frustration, surprise, uncertainty, and so forth the 
users must experience before it constitutes a usability problem. To make this decision, the evaluator 
must analyze the specific situation and test data. For example, some product features are likely to be 
more central to the product than others. For the central product features, smaller difficulties qualify 
as usability problems. To identify small difficulties, the evaluator has more use for screen and video 
recordings. Some evaluators apply the additional criterion that a problem must be experienced by at 
least two users; that is, issues that are only experienced by a single user do not qualify as problems 
(Følstad et al., 2012b). However, this criterion requires a test with a fair number of users. In tests 
with few users, single-user issues are normally accepted as problems.

If the evaluator and the user have different cultural backgrounds, then cultural differences 
will complicate the analysis of the test data. For example, people with an Eastern cultural back-
ground rely more on conversational indirectness than people with a Western cultural background 
(Sanchez-Burks et al., 2003). Conversational indirectness is the extent to which the literal meaning 
of an utterance relates to what the speaker intends to communicate. Easterners tend to assume that 
their point has been made indirectly and with finesse. Their less confrontational way of expressing 
themselves may lead a Western evaluator to underestimate their dissatisfaction. For example, Vatrapu 
and Pérez-Quiñones (2006) find that when an Anglo-American evaluator analyzes test sessions with 
Indian participants then fewer usability problems are identified than when the sessions are analyzed 
by an Indian evaluator. Presumably, the Indian evaluator is better able to read the Indian users. In 
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contrast, an Eastern evaluator may find Western users direct to the point of condescension. As a 
result, the Eastern evaluator may interpret their non-conformist expressions as evidence of poorer 
product usability than what they actually experienced (Clemmensen et al., 2009).

Users also experience surprise to different extents. According to Nisbett (2003), Westerners 
tend to perceive their world by means of logic and therefore experience surprise when things evolve 
in inconsistent ways. In contrast, Easterners expect less consistency and therefore experience less 
surprise when they are faced with changing circumstances. This difference means that the users’ 
expressions of surprise are a more effective indicator of usability problems for Western users, who 
are more likely to experience and express surprise when faced with an inconsistent or standard-vi-
olating product. For Eastern users, the evaluator cannot, at least not to the same extent, rely on 
user-expressed surprise as a means of identifying usability problems.

To avoid culture-related misreadings of the test data, Clemmensen et al. (2009) recommend 
that usability tests should, if possible, be conducted and analyzed by an evaluator with a cultural 
background similar to that of the users. For products with a multicultural user community, there is 
good reason to involve evaluators with similarly diverse cultural backgrounds.

7.2 HOW MANY EVALUATORS ARE NEEDED?
Just as users differ, so do evaluators. Consequently, evaluators who analyze the same test sessions 
cannot be expected to report the same usability problems. On the contrary, they have been found 
to report substantially different sets of usability problems (Hertzum and Jacobsen, 2003). This 
phenomenon, known as the evaluator effect, has been documented for novice evaluators (Hornbæk 
and Frøkjær, 2008) as well as for evaluators with years of experience in usability testing (Hertzum 
et al., 2014; Kessner et al., 2001). The evaluator effect is not much smaller for the severe problems 
than for the full set of problems, see Figure 7.1. In short, the effect of adding another evaluator to 
a usability test resembles that of running another user.

Jacobsen et al. (1998) had four evaluators independently analyze four video-recorded test 
sessions. The average number of problems reported by one evaluator was 39.3. Thus, a usability test 
in which a single evaluator analyzed the four sessions would result in a list with about 39 prob-
lems. However, the modest overlap among the evaluators’ lists meant that when pairs of lists were 
merged, the average number of problems reported across all possible groups of two evaluators was 
63.2. Adding a third evaluator resulted in the identification of an average of 80.0 problems. Finally, 
merging the lists from all four evaluators resulted in a master list with 93 problems. Hertzum et al. 
(2014) made a similar study with nine rather than four evaluators and found that the identification 
of hitherto unreported problems continued beyond the fourth evaluator (Figure 7.1). In these two 
studies, a single evaluator identifies an average of 42% ( Jacobsen et al., 1998) and 33% (Hertzum 

7.2 HOW MANY EVALUATORS ARE NEEDED?
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et al., 2014) of the total set of reported problems. That is, any individual evaluator is likely to miss 
the majority of the problems.
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Figure 7.1: The evaluator effect. The effect of the number of evaluators on the total number of prob-
lems reported (two upper graphs) and on the subset of severe problems (two lower graphs). The two 
graphs with 1–4 evaluators are based on data from Jacobsen et al. (1998), the two with 1–9 evaluators 
on data from Hertzum et al. (2014).

Is the evaluator effect mostly caused by the reporting of different low-severity problems? To 
answer this question, the evaluator effect can be calculated for the subset of problems rated as severe 
by at least one evaluator. A single evaluator reports an average of 40% ( Jacobsen et al., 1998) and 
50% (Hertzum et al., 2014) of the severe problems (Figure 7.1). Some studies even find that none 
of the problems are reported by all evaluators; that is, there is not unanimous agreement about a 
single problem—severe or otherwise (Kessner et al., 2001; Molich et al., 2004).

The principal reason for the evaluator effect is that the identification of usability problems 
is an activity that involves judgment in a situation characterized by uncertainty (Hertzum and 
Jacobsen, 2003). The uncertainty is caused by vague criteria about what constitutes a problem, by 
the importance of local and domain knowledge to understanding the product and users, by the 
thin spread of such knowledge among evaluators, by dissimilar impressions of what the product 
seeks—or should seek—to accomplish, and by other differences among evaluators. It is impossible 
to eliminate these sources of uncertainty and turn usability testing into an activity that does not 
involve judgment. That is, the evaluator effect must be incorporated in how usability tests are con-
ducted and test results interpreted. Any single evaluator’s analysis is partial.
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Due to the evaluator effect, test sessions should be analyzed by more than one evaluator, at 
least in important tests. It is recommended that the evaluators independently analyze the test sessions 
and then meet to merge their usability findings into a final problem list (Hertzum et al., 2014). A 
survey of 155 usability practitioners indicates that this recommendation is entering into practice: 23% 
of the usability practitioners report that their test sessions are independently analyzed by at least two 
evaluators (Følstad et al., 2012a). This way, more problems are identified and the evaluators get an op-
portunity to reflect on their agreements and disagreements. Følstad (2008) finds that group discussion 
after independent analysis also leads to a stronger focus on the more severe problems.

Alternatively, the team of evaluators may bypass independent analysis by multiple evalua-
tors. That is, they may: (1) analyze the test sessions as a group activity; (2) collaboratively review a 
draft of the test report; or (3) otherwise discuss their impressions of how the users experienced the 
product. These alternative ways of collaborating on the analysis of the test data are more common 
than independent analysis by multiple evaluators (Følstad et al., 2012a). One reason for the higher 
incidence of these practices is their lower cost in terms of evaluator hours expended. However, they 
are probably less effective at identifying additional problems.

Adding more evaluators to a usability test is more costly than adding more users. It may 
therefore be apt to note that even though a usability test with a single evaluator is less robust, it is 
still worthwhile. This is especially so when multiple usability tests are conducted during the devel-
opment process. Multiple tests provide repeated possibilities for identifying usability problems and 
reduce the consequences of missing a problem in any one test.

7.3 RATE PROBLEM SEVERITY
The analysis of the test data generates a list of the usability problems identified by the evaluator(s). 
The harsh reality is that it will normally not be feasible to fix all the problems on the list; priori-
tization is necessary. Viewed from inside a usability test, the major device for influencing this pri-
oritization is the severity rating of the problems. However, the prioritization is also influenced by 
factors external to the usability test, such as how easy or difficult a problem is to fix.

The severity of a problem depends on its impact and frequency (Nielsen, 1993). Problems 
with high impact and high frequency are more severe than problems with either high impact or high 
frequency; low-impact, low-frequency problems are the least severe. Frequency is often broken into 
whether a problem is experienced by many or few users and whether the same user experiences the 
problem one or multiple times. Experiencing a problem only once means that the user learns to over-
come it the first time around. In total, severity has three dimensions (Hertzum, 2006; Nielsen, 1993).

• Impact: how much trouble do the affected users experience?

• Frequency: how many users are affected by the problem?

7.3 RATE PROBLEM SEVERITY
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• Persistence: how many times will a user be affected by the problem?

Impact is assessed on the basis of how much the affected test users are slowed down, frus-
trated, and otherwise bothered by the problem. Frequency is estimated by the proportion of test 
users who experience the problem. Persistence must be extrapolated from limited data because 
most test sessions are too brief to provide repeated possibilities for the user to encounter the same 
problem. Hertzum (2006) finds that impact and persistence are moderately correlated, impact and 
frequency weakly correlated, and frequency and persistence very weakly correlated. That is, each 
dimension expresses something that is not captured by the two other dimensions. It is therefore 
important that the evaluator considers all three dimensions in rating the severity of a problem.

Rubin and Chisnell (2008) recommend that the evaluator assigns each dimension a numer-
ical rating and then sums them to get the severity rating. This recommendation serves to ensure 
that all three dimensions are taken into consideration. However, the more common approach is to 
bypass explicit ratings of the individual dimensions. The evaluator simply expresses the severity of 
each problem as a single rating. This approach also has the advantage of allowing for the cases in 
which the severity of a problem is defined by one dimension alone, such as a problem that is so 
obvious and so impactful that it can be a showstopper. Such a problem is high-severity even if it is 
experienced by only a single test user. 

Table 7.2: Scheme for rating usability findings, based on Hertzum et al. (2014)
Rating Description
Critical Critical problems cause frequent catastrophes. A catastrophe is a situation where 

users cannot solve a task or where the product annoys users considerably.
Major Major problems delay or frustrate users in their use of the product but eventually 

allow them to continue. Major problems may cause occasional catastrophes.
Minor Minor problems cause hesitation and uncertainty but only to the extent of briefly 

confusing some of the users. 
Bug The product is clearly not functioning in accordance with the design specification. 

Bugs include spelling errors, dead links, scripting errors, and the like.
Idea Ideas point out missed opportunities. They are proposals from users about how to im-

prove the user experience.
Positive Positive issues are features and other product qualities that users appreciate. These 

features and qualities should be preserved.

Table 7.2 gives a scheme for rating usability findings. It includes problem severity ratings 
(critical, major, and minor) as well as categories for indicating bugs, ideas, and positive findings. The 
identification of ideas is particularly valuable during early tests of low-fidelity prototypes. It may 
also be important to communicate positive usability findings to the development team, for example 
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to verify novel design ideas or to reflect the relative weight of the negative and positive feedback 
obtained during the test. The later in the development process a test is conducted, the more likely it 
is to focus on problem identification. To rate severity, the evaluator walks through the list of usabil-
ity findings. For each problem, the evaluator considers its impact, frequency, and persistence and on 
that basis expresses the severity of the problem by rating it as critical, major, or minor.

Severity ratings involve judgment. There are no firm rules for how frequent catastrophes must 
be for a problem to be critical or how much users must be delayed for a problem to be major. For 
example, lower thresholds will apply in safety-critical domains and for business-critical tasks. You 
also need to consider whether a problem could cause major difficulty for real users even though it 
only caused modest difficulty for the test users, or vice versa. Because severity ratings involve judg-
ment, different evaluators cannot be assumed to assign the same rating to a problem. Hertzum et 
al. (2014) found that the studied evaluators unanimously agreed on their severity rating of only 20% 
of the problems. As much as 24% of the problems were rated as critical by one evaluator and minor 
by another. With so low levels of agreement, it is risky to use a single evaluator’s severity ratings as 
the basis for decisions about which problems to fix. 

The extra cost of having multiple evaluators rate problem severity will likely be small com-
pared to both the improved robustness of the severity ratings and the cost of fixing the severe 
problems. When multiple evaluators rate severity, they should preferably start by independently 
rating problem severity, then compare their ratings, and finally reach consensus about the severity 
of each problem. This approach ensures that disagreements among the evaluators become visible 
and discussed. Alternatively, the team of evaluators may walk through the problem list together, 
reviewing each problem in turn and rating its severity.

In prioritizing which problems to fix, severity ratings provide important, but coarse-grained, 
information about how much each problem degrades the user experience. From a user-experience 
point of view, the most important problems to fix are the critical problems. Hertzum (2006) es-
timates that fixing the most severe fifth of the problems improves the user experience as much as 
fixing the other four fifths of the problems. While this is obviously a rough estimate, it shows that 
it pays to spend the majority of the redesign effort on a minority of the problems. More problems 
can be fixed by prioritizing those that are easy to fix, but such an approach is suboptimal unless the 
easy-to-fix problems are also high severity. Such a correlation cannot be assumed. That said, any 
problems that are both critical and easy-to-fix should be fixed first. Due to resource limitations, 
minor problems will likely remain unaddressed unless their solution can be bundled with the solu-
tion of more severe problems. Redesign proposals have a role in suggesting how the solution of 
multiple problems can be bundled in one fix.

7.3 RATE PROBLEM SEVERITY
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7.4 DEVISE REDESIGN PROPOSALS
Redesign proposals supplement the reporting of identified problems by proposing improvements of 
the product. Most redesign proposals elaborate the description of an identified problem by propos-
ing how the problem may be fixed. However, redesign proposals may also be unlinked to identified 
problems and simply express ideas about how to improve the current design of the product. Følstad 
et al. (2012a) find that usability practitioners are about evenly split between those who consider re-
design proposals the primary outcome of a usability test and those who consider usability problems 
the primary outcome. This split indicates that many practitioners see redesign proposals as a more 
constructive way of contributing to the development process than usability problems, which focus 
on the shortcomings in the designers’ work. By providing redesign proposals, the evaluator does not 
stop at criticizing but also engages in finding solutions.

Sometimes users propose redesigns, for example in response to prompts about how they 
experience a product feature. Open-ended tasks (Section 5.5) and user sketching (Section 6.5) are 
specific means of inviting redesign proposals from the users. However, most redesign proposals are 
devised by the evaluator during the analysis of the test data. While some redesigns will follow di-
rectly from the users’ behavior and verbalizations, others will require both careful analysis to deter-
mine what caused the problem and creativity to devise a solution. A redesign proposal may address 
one problem or it may bundle several problems into one fix. Proposals that bundle problems are 
particularly valuable because they point to cost-effective uses of scarce development resources and 
because they indicate relations among the problems. Such relations may otherwise go unnoticed in 
a problem list that describes each problem individually. In devising redesign proposals, the evaluator 
can draw on established design patterns, on personal experience from other tests, and on guidelines 
specific to the domain, company, or operating system.

Compared to problem descriptions, developers find redesign proposals more useful to the 
further development of the tested product (Hornbæk and Frøkjær, 2005). Redesign proposals are 
valued for conveying ideas. That is, they are perceived as sources of inspiration and creative input 
rather than as ready-to-use solutions. Ideas are especially welcome when the developers are facing 
problems for which it is hard to think of a fix. Hence, evaluators should pay special attention to 
providing redesign proposals for problems that do not have an obvious solution. However, it re-
mains doubtful whether the presence of a redesign proposal increases the likelihood that a problem 
is fixed (Law, 2006). Developers also tend to find redesign proposals more concrete than problem 
descriptions. The concreteness makes it more clear to them what the evaluator has in mind, par-
ticularly when the redesign proposals are illustrated with drawings (Hornbæk and Frøkjær, 2005).
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7.5 REPORT TEST FINDINGS
The reporting of the test findings is crucial to the impact of the test. The development team is un-
likely to act on the test findings unless they are reported in a manner that convinces the developers 
that the problems are real. If convinced, the developers need to understand the problems to be able 
to fix them. That is, the reporting of the test findings should make them convincing and under-
standable. Otherwise, it will have been wasted effort to conduct the usability test.

The test findings are typically reported in a usability test report, which is supplemented by 
a meeting to present and discuss the findings with the development team. Alternative formats in-
clude that the report is the deck of slides presented at the meeting or that the problems are merely 
documented individually in the developers’ defect management system along with other revision 
requests and software bugs. If the usability team is separate from the development team, such as 
if the test is conducted by an external consultancy, then the sole means of communicating the test 
findings to the developers may be the test report and associated meeting. In this case, a formal 
report should be mandatory. If the usability and development teams overlap or have frequent inter-
actions, then the alternative formats may be suitable.

Table 7.3: Outline of usability test report
Section Description
1. Executive summary The main findings and recommendations of the test
2. Introduction
2.1 Objective Why: the objective of the test
2.2 Product What: the tested product or prototype, including its version
3. Test plan
3.1 Test users Who: the number of users and their characteristics 
3.2 Procedure How: the test design and the moderation of the sessions
3.3 Test tasks How: the list of tasks and (for specific tasks) their solutions
3.4 Post-task questions How: any questions asked after each task or at the end of the sessions
3.5 Equipment When and where: lab facilities, recording equipment, etc.
4. Usability findings
4.1 List of findings Description of each problem and positive finding, including redesign 

proposals
4.2 Question responses Post-task questions, possibly benchmarked against reference values
Appendices

Table 7.3 proposes an outline for the content of the test report. Mostly, the introduction to 
the report and the description of the test plan will have been written during the preparations (see 
Section 5.1) and can simply be copied into the report. The section about the findings must be writ-

7.5 REPORT TEST FINDINGS
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ten during the analysis, and so must the executive summary with the conclusions and recommen-
dations. The outline in Table 7.3 applies to formative usability tests that are conducted to inform 
the development team’s efforts to design the product. If the test is, instead, summative and based 
on quantitative measurements, then ISO/IEC 25062 (2006) provides a standard reporting format, 
known as the Common Industry format.

Reporting the usability findings in writing provides a permanent record that can be consulted 
when needed, thereby facilitating a systematic approach to problem follow-up. However, test re-
ports often do not contain all the information that developers need to fix the problems (Høegh et 
al., 2006). The information considered most useful by developers is the cause of the problems, fol-
lowed by the interactions required to reproduce them and the location in which they occur (Yusop 
et al., 2016). But these three pieces of information are often insufficiently specified in test reports. 
One of the strengths of redesign proposals is their increased clarity compared to many problem de-
scriptions (Hornbæk and Frøkjær, 2005). On this basis, it is recommended that the list of usability 
findings gives at least the following information about each finding.

• Location: Which product component is the finding about? Designations such as “the 
front page” are too vague if the front page is extensive. Annotated screenshots is a way 
of pinning the description of findings to specified locations.

• Description: What caused the problem? To identify the cause of a problem, the evalua-
tor must get beneath its surface-level appearance and explicate its workings. At times, 
this will require considerable analysis.

• Evidence: What happened? You must describe the user behavior and verbalizations 
that give rise to the finding. For problems, the description of the user behavior should 
be sufficiently detailed to enable developers to reproduce the problem.

• Rating: How severe is the problem or, if the finding is not a problem, what type of 
finding is it? The rating is intended to support the prioritization of development re-
sources, see Table 7.2 for categories.

• Redesign proposal: How can the problem be fixed? Redesign proposals are not relevant 
for positive findings, except if the evaluator sees a possibility for improving the product 
by taking further advantage of a positive finding.

Problem classification schemes have been devised to support the evaluator in identifying the 
cause of problems (Andre et al., 2001; Khajouei et al., 2011). If such schemes are used, then the 
classification of each problem should be reported. In addition to supporting developers in fixing a 
problem, the description of its cause also facilitates them in reflecting more broadly on their work 
(Vilbergsdottir et al., 2014). The developers may for example become aware of problem classes that 
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are particularly frequent in their designs. To support such reflections further, Vilbergsdottir et al. 
(2014) propose extending the information recorded about each problem with the project phase in 
which the problem originated and the project phase in which it is fixed. These recordings may create 
opportunities for process improvements that remove some sources of problems from the developers’ 
work processes.

While the test report facilitates the developers’ understanding of the usability findings, video 
snippets from the sessions are an effective means of convincing them that the problems are real. To 
be able to show the developers video snippets, the users must consent to being recorded (Section 
6.1) and the evaluator must mark up video segments that illuminate the main findings. If such seg-
ments have already been marked up to facilitate the data analysis, then little extra work is involved 
in selecting prime examples for presentation at a meeting with the development team. Watching 
video snippets of users who struggle to make sense of the product creates empathy with the users 
and a strong sense that the problems are real (Høegh et al., 2006; Yeats and Locke, 2005). Video 
snippets are not an alternative to a test report; they should be used to illuminate its main points. 
Two interrelated challenges must be considered in selecting video snippets: The snippets must be 
short and they must be understandable without the context of what happened before and after the 
snippet.

The reporting of the test findings marks the end of the usability test. However, a successfully 
conducted test does not in itself improve the product and user experience. To maximize test impact, 
the evaluator should engage in the discussion about how to prioritize the test findings vis-à-vis the 
other outstanding development tasks and the available resources. This discussion starts during the 
planning of the test and continues at the meeting where the findings are presented. It is imperative 
that you succeed in making the user experience an important quality parameter. Otherwise, you risk 
that the dominant perception of usability becomes its cost, thereby blocking efforts to fix problems 
and improve the user experience (Rajanen and Iivari, 2007).

7.5 REPORT TEST FINDINGS
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CHAPTER 8

Variations and Alternatives
The preceding chapters have described and discussed the steps involved in conducting a usability 
test with users who think aloud in a lab-like setting. There are, however, many other methods for 
evaluating usability and user experience. In this final chapter, seven of these other methods are 
briefly described to show variations and alternatives. For the usability practitioner, knowledge of 
these variations and alternatives serves two purposes. It makes it easier to recognize the boundary 
conditions beyond which a standard usability test is no longer the better choice. And it enables the 
practitioner to adapt usability tests to a wider variety of practical circumstances.

8.1  REMOTE USABILITY TESTS
The target audience of many products is geographically dispersed. In these situations, it is impracti-
cal for the users to travel to the usability lab, and it is costly for the evaluator to bring the usability 
test to the users. To avoid that distance biases the recruitment of users, the evaluator may consider 
remote usability testing (Andrzejczak and Liu, 2010; Dray and Siegel, 2004; McFadden et al., 
2002). In (synchronous) remote usability testing, the user and evaluator are at different physical 
locations and conduct the test session via video link. The evaluator instructs, prompts, observes, and 
listens to the users like in a standard usability test but has more restricted visual access and less 
control over the conditions at the users’ location. In addition to reduced travel and reduced user 
productivity loss, remote usability tests have the advantage of allowing for culturally diverse users, 
who stay in a more familiar environment during the test.

Remote usability tests require additional work in planning the test. The procedure for recruit-
ing users must reach beyond the local area and possibly include international users. For every user, 
the evaluator must ensure that the tested product is up and running on the user’s equipment prior 
to the test session and that the user has access to a suitable location for the duration of the session. 
At the beginning of each session, the evaluator should inquire about this location. The evaluator also 
needs the user’s help with any equipment problems, such as if the evaluator cannot see the user’s 
screen. In addition, the evaluator should put extra effort into managing interpersonal dynamics and 
making the users feel at their ease. The extra effort is needed to overcome the physical separation 
and any differences in cultural background (Dray and Siegel, 2004). Cultural differences between 
evaluator and user are particularly likely in remote tests because they lend themselves to the inclu-
sion of culturally diverse users.
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Multiple studies conclude that remote usability testing is effective and leads to user behavior 
and usability findings similar to those of a standard usability test (Andreasen et al., 2007; McFad-
den et al., 2002; Sauer et al., 2019). However, some studies find that remote usability tests lead to 
longer task completion times (Andrzejczak and Liu, 2010) and higher mental workload (Madathil 
and Greenstein, 2011). While the former means that task completion times in remote and standard 
usability tests should probably not be compared, the latter suggests that complex test tasks will re-
sult in mental overload. Evaluators in remote usability tests must interpret the test data cautiously 
if the users report mental overload because it may be caused by the test situation rather than the 
product and tasks. When users experience mental overload, they try to compensate by changing 
their behavior, thereby introducing threats to the validity of the remote test. Because the evaluator 
in remote tests has poorer possibilities for noticing nonverbal cues and other subtle aspects of the 
users’ behavior, Dray and Siegel (2004) recommend that remote tests are mixed with standard tests.

8.2  UNMODERATED USABILITY TESTS
Unmoderated usability tests take remote usability tests (Section 8.1) a step further by dropping the 
moderator. Without the presence of a moderator during the test sessions, the users perform the 
tasks on their own and think aloud without prompting (Hertzum et al., 2015; Tomlin, 2018). To 
make the sessions available for analysis, the users video-record their sessions and send them to the 
evaluator. As a result, the evaluator and users are involved in the test at alternating points in time: 
The evaluator prepares the sessions, then the users execute them, and finally the evaluator analyzes 
them. By withdrawing the evaluator from the execution phase, it becomes possible to run many 
sessions in parallel and complete this test phase quickly. This possibility of quick and low-cost scal-
ing is the main attraction of unmoderated usability tests. To speed up tests even further, you may 
use one of the companies that provide unmoderated sessions as a service. These companies have a 
database of diverse users who have been screened for their ability to think aloud. You merely need 
to make the test tasks, specify the required user demographics, and wait for the session videos to 
be delivered for analysis.

Unmoderated usability tests are mostly used for testing web applications because they are 
easy to make available to the test users. In addition, the evaluator must ensure that the users have 
appropriate screen-recording software and instruct them about appropriate conditions for con-
ducting the session. These instructions should include that the users must take measures to avoid 
distractions. In spite of the instructions, it is a weakness of unmoderated tests that the evaluator 
has little control over and knowledge of the conditions under which the sessions are conducted. 
There is no possibility to prompt for additional information during the analysis, but the videos can 
be reviewed for information that was missed in the first viewing. Unmoderated tests require that 
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the users can operate the product without moderator interventions to simulate how the product 
responds. Thus, unmoderated tests are restricted to high-fidelity prototypes (Tomlin, 2018).

Users in moderated and unmoderated sessions make largely similar verbalizations (Hertzum 
et al., 2015). The main difference in verbalization content is that unmoderated users make more 
verbalizations of high relevance to the identification of usability problems. This finding suggests 
that users, at least those who volunteer for unmoderated usability tests, are capable of thinking 
aloud without prompting. In addition, Hertzum et al. (2014) find no difference in the total number 
of problems identified by evaluators who analyze moderated and unmoderated sessions. However, 
the evaluators who analyzed unmoderated sessions identified fewer high-severity problems. This 
finding suggests, contrary to Hertzum et al. (2015), that unmoderated sessions produce less con-
vincing information about problem severity. Apart from this difference, both studies indicate that 
moderated and unmoderated sessions provide comparable usability information. In contrast, Liu et 
al. (2012) warn that an unmoderated user provides less usability information than a moderated user. 
Thus, it may be advisable, and doable, to run more users in an unmoderated test.

8.3  FIELD USABILITY TESTS
In field usability tests, the users exercise the prototype in vivo. That is, the test is conducted in a 
live situation amidst other people who go about their normal activities. While the test users still 
solve test tasks, they do it in a live context. The live context sets field usability tests apart from a 
standard usability test as well as from remote and unmoderated tests, in which the users are still in 
a lab-like setting away from disruptions. The live context for example makes it possible to evaluate 
many more aspects of the use of mobile products than in a lab, which can only replicate a subset 
of the settings among which mobile products travel (de Sá and Carrico, 2010). A live context also 
makes it possible to evaluate more aspects of cultural and organizational usability (Section 2.2). In 
short, the argument for conducting tests in the field is to improve their coverage and validity. The 
main challenges are that the test situation becomes less controllable and that equipment has to be 
brought along and set up in the field. These challenges threaten robustness and increase costs.

The preparations for a field usability test involve additional work to become familiar with 
the test site, plan how it allows for observing the test users, and possibly migrate the prototype to 
their equipment. If the users are in social settings during the sessions, they cannot be expected to 
think aloud but it may be possible for the evaluator to interject occasional questions. In addition, 
recordings of the sessions may be restricted to screen recordings because video recordings of the 
users will also capture other people from whom it is not practicably possible to obtain consent. As 
an alternative to thinking aloud during the sessions, the users may think aloud retrospectively cued 
by watching the screen recording (see Section 8.5). Or the analysis may be based entirely on the 
evaluator’s observations and the post-task questions. In the analysis, the number of users experi-

8.3 FIELD USABILITY TESTS
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encing a problem is a weaker indicator of its severity because the more uncontrolled test situation 
means that the users likely exercise somewhat different parts of the product.

Rosenbaum and Kantner (2007) consider field usability tests an excellent choice when the 
objective of the test is to collect both structured data and insights into what users really do with 
the product. They also recommend field usability tests when the objective is to explore which new 
features to add to a product. This recommendation suggests that field usability tests lend themselves 
more to open-ended than specific test tasks. In addition, users in field usability tests provide feed-
back on a broader experience than narrow product use (Racadio et al., 2012). This point is reiterated 
by McDonald et al. (2006), who find that only 24 (31%) of the 77 identified problems could be 
related to the product as such. The remaining 69% of the problems related to the context of use, 
including problems with the systems that were interfaced to the tested product, problems with the 
physical environment, and lack of documentation and training.

8.4  PAIRWISE USABILITY TESTS
In a pairwise usability test (aka co-discovery learning and constructive interaction) two users solve 
the tasks together. The main advantage of pairwise tests is that talking with another person about 
shared tasks is more natural than thinking aloud for the benefit of the evaluator. Yet, the talking 
between the two users provides the evaluator with information about the user experience in much 
the same way as thinking aloud does in a standard usability test. As an additional advantage, it takes 
some of the stress out of the test situation to be a pair of users working together, especially if the 
two users know each other beforehand. The main disadvantage of pairwise tests is that they require 
twice as many users as a standard usability test. That is, they are most suited for situations in which 
users are easy and cheap to recruit.

The preparations of a pairwise usability test become more complex if the users in a pair must 
know each other ahead of the test. However, with pairs of unacquainted users the test loses some 
of its naturalness. In addition, it should be avoided that the set-up of the test room, for example 
the seating of the users, inadvertently assigns the two users different roles in relation to the tested 
product. To counter roles in which one user takes control and the other is largely an onlooker, the 
evaluator should be attentive to such interpersonal dynamics and instruct both users to be active. 
Minimal prompting is recommended in order to allow the users to interact with the product and 
each other. The analysis of the test data also requires attention to interpersonal dynamics because 
one user’s insights about how to solve a task may mask that the other user experiences problems 
(van den Haak et al., 2004). Also, the users may not verbalize a problem if it is apparent to them 
that the other user is already aware of the problem and trying to find a way around it. These inter-
personal dynamics complicate the analysis of the test data.
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Hackman and Biers (1992) find that users in a pairwise usability test make more verbaliza-
tions of high value to the evaluator than users in a standard usability test. Furthermore, users in a 
pairwise test experience their test participation as more pleasant than users in a standard usability 
test (Alhadreti and Mayhew, 2018a; van den Haak et al., 2004). However, these positive findings 
are tempered by the near absence of improved problem identification with pairwise tests. Alhadreti 
and Mayhew (2018a) find that pairwise tests identify more problems than a standard usability test 
but only because they identify more low-severity problems; van den Haak et al. (2004) find no 
difference in the number of problems identified with a pairwise and standard test. Without appre-
ciable improvements in problem identification, the extra cost of needing twice as many users speaks 
against pairwise usability tests.

It has been argued that pairwise tests are especially suited to tests with children (Nielsen, 
1993). However, for children aged 6–7, van Kesteren et al. (2003) find pairwise tests less successful 
than standard usability tests because the children did not collaborate very well. For children aged 
13–14, Als et al. (2005) identified more problems, including more high-severity problems, with 
pairs of children who knew each other; there was no difference in problem identification between 
pairs of unacquainted children and a standard usability test.

8.5  PERFORMANCE TESTING
Thinking aloud slows users down (Fox et al., 2011; Hertzum et al., 2009). That is, thinking aloud is 
incompatible with the measurement of task completion times. In addition, relaxed thinking aloud 
is known to influence the users’ behavior and performance (Ericsson and Simon, 1993; Fox et al., 
2011; Hertzum et al., 2009). There is even some evidence suggesting that classic thinking aloud 
also influences behavior and performance (Gilhooly et al., 2010; Hertzum and Holmegaard, 2015). 
Consequently, thinking aloud, in particular relaxed thinking aloud, should not be used along with 
the measurement of task completion times and other performance measures. When such perfor-
mance measures are relevant (e.g., in summative tests, see Section 3.2), then the users should not 
think aloud or they should do so retrospectively. Retrospective thinking aloud decouples the think-
ing aloud from the performance of the test tasks: The users first perform the tasks without thinking 
aloud and then think aloud while watching a video-recording of their task performance (Bowers 
and Snyder, 1990; Ramey et al., 1996; van den Haak et al., 2003; Willis and McDonald, 2016).

Retrospective thinking aloud doubles the length of the test sessions because the users must 
solve the tasks as well as watch the video-recording. This difference apart, retrospective thinking 
aloud introduces few changes to a standard usability test. During the sessions, the evaluator remains 
silent while the users solve the tasks, except if the users need assistance. Because the users neither 
think aloud nor receive prompts, their task performance is unaffected by these possible threats to 
validity. It is not until the users watch the video-recording that the evaluator prompts them to 
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stimulate their retrospective verbalizations. An important side effect of having the users solve the 
tasks without thinking aloud is that they find performing in silence less frustrating than performing 
during relaxed thinking aloud (McDonald and Petrie, 2013). For classic thinking aloud, results are 
mixed regarding whether users perceive it as more frustrating than performing in silence (Hert-
zum et al., 2009; McDonald and Petrie, 2013). If the purpose of the test is to collect performance 
measures rather than identify usability problems, then thinking aloud may be dropped altogether.

Virzi et al. (1993) find that a performance test without retrospective thinking aloud iden-
tified 33% fewer usability problems than a standard usability test (12 vs. 18). Only two problems 
were unique to the performance test, ten were identified in both tests, and eight were unique to 
the usability test. This finding accords with the study by McDonald et al. (2016), who find that 
half or more of the problems identified in a usability test are identified by listening to the users’ 
verbalizations (see Section 7.1).

If the performance test involves that the users think aloud retrospectively, then watching 
the video of their task performance is an effective cue for them to revisit their user experience. 
Bowers and Snyder (1990, p. 1273) contend that users who think aloud concurrently with solving 
the tasks “seem to be attending to the experimental tasks and give little thought to the comments 
they are making”, whereas users who think aloud retrospectively “can give their full attention to 
the verbalization and in doing so give richer information.” The two kinds of thinking aloud lead to 
the identification of comparable sets of usability problems (Peute et al., 2015; van den Haak et al., 
2003). A possible difference is that fewer low-severity problems are identified with retrospective 
than concurrent thinking aloud, but about the same number of high-severity problems (Alhadreti 
and Mayhew, 2018b). It also makes a difference whether retrospective thinking aloud is performed 
after each task or not until the users have solved all tasks. The former yields more verbalizations 
of expectations and explanations, the latter results in lower task completion times and fewer errors 
made by users during the tasks (Willis and McDonald, 2016).

8.6  USABILITY SPECIFICATION
In a standard usability test, the evaluator first determines how users experience and perform with 
the product. Then, it is decided whether it is necessary and practicable to fix the problems identified. 
This approach tends to result in decreasing test impact when the development process gets into its 
later stages and resource limitations exert increasing pressure on decisions (Section 3.2). The eval-
uator can seek to counteract this pressure by establishing usability targets early in the development 
process. Thereby, it is first decided which usability targets the product must meet and then—when 
tests are later conducted—determined whether the users’ experience and performance meet these 
preset targets. Usability targets lend themselves to inclusion in requirements specifications on par 
with the other requirements to the product.
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Table 8.1: Sample usability specification, based on Whiteside et al. (1988)

Attribute Metric
Worst 
Case

Target 
Level

Best Case
Current 

Level
Effectiveness of 
<task>

Number of 
unrecognized errors

As product 
Z

0 0 ?

Effectiveness of 
<task>

Unassisted recovery 
from recognized errors

60% 70–80% 100% ?

Effectiveness of 
<task>

Number of revisits to 
previous screens

5–6 1–2 0 ?

Efficiency of 
<task>

Task completion 
time (seconds), after 
completed training

300 90-120 45 ?

Mental workload 
of <task>

Task Load Index 
(TLX), after 
completed training

60 < 40 20–30 ?

Product 
learnability

Task completion rate 
for 1st and 2nd half of 
20 standard tasks

Two halves 
equal

2nd half 
better

“Much” 
better

?

Initial assessment
System Usability Scale 
(SUS)

71 80 90 ?

Joy of use
Questionnaire item, at 
the end of test session

Neutral
Somewhat 

positive
Highly 
positive

?

Preference over 
product Z

Questionnaire item, at 
the end of test session

Half prefer 
product Z

10% prefer 
product Z

None prefer 
Z

?

A usability specification should indicate what the usability targets are, how they are measured, 
and what the worst, target, best, and current levels are, see Table 8.1. The worst and best levels give 
the lowest acceptable and best attainable levels, respectively. They facilitate the decision about the 
target level by helping to avoid unacceptably low targets as well as unrealistically ambitious targets 
(Whiteside et al., 1988). In specifying the targets, you must collaborate with users to add weight 
to the targets and with the development team to obtain commitment to them. To reach beyond 
utilitarian issues and also include experiential ones, Kasinen et al. (2015) propose to seek inspiration 
for targets along five dimensions: (1) company or brand image; (2) empathic understanding of the 
use situation; (3) evidence-based knowledge of human beings; (4) possibilities and challenges of 
new technologies; and (5) the vision for the product. After the usability targets have been specified, 
their current level is measured and the process iterates until the target level is attained. The criterion 
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for when this process ends is explicit. In a standard usability test it is not, thereby leaving the action 
taken in response to the test more indeterminate.

8.7  USABILITY INSPECTION
Usability inspections differ from usability tests in the fundamental way that they are analytic rather 
than empirical. That is, no users take part in usability inspections. The advantage of leaving out the 
users is that it becomes easier, quicker, and less costly to conduct evaluations. In particular, there is 
no lead time to recruit users and schedule test sessions. This advantage is attractive and has fostered 
the creation of multiple inspection methods, including heuristic evaluation and cognitive walk-
through (Cheng and Mustafa, 2015; Cockton et al., 2012; Nielsen and Mack, 1994). The disad-
vantage of leaving out the users is the absence of first-hand information about the user experience. 
In place of first-hand information, the evaluator attempts to imagine or simulate how users will 
experience the product and which of its features that will cause problems. The different inspection 
methods facilitate this imagination or simulation process in different ways.

In heuristic evaluation, a group of evaluators examines the elements of the product and as-
sesses their compliance to a small set of heuristics. The heuristics are recognized usability principles 
such as “speak the users’ language” (Nielsen, 1993). To bolster the quality of the inspection, the 
evaluators should not communicate and aggregate their findings until after they have individually 
inspected the product. Apart from this procedural requirement, the method does not stipulate how 
the evaluators should apply the heuristics or organize the inspection. The resulting informality 
leaves much to the evaluators’ skills and expertise. In contrast, cognitive walkthroughs follow a pro-
cedure that aims to produce quality results even for inexperienced evaluators. The evaluator starts 
by describing the typical user, defining the test tasks, and determining the correct action sequence 
for each task. After these preparations, the evaluator walks through the action sequences and an-
swers four questions for each action (Wharton et al., 1994): (1) Will the user try to achieve the 
right effect? (2) Will the user notice that the correct action is available? (3) Will the user associate 
the correct action with the effect trying to be achieved? (4) If the correct action is performed, will 
the user see that progress is being made toward solution of the task? For each negative answer, a 
usability problem has been identified.

Heuristic evaluation identifies many usability problems (Hertzum et al., 2002; John and 
Marks, 1997). While some of these problems are severe, many are low-severity and have little im-
pact on subsequent redesign efforts. For example, a developer was persuaded to fix only 19 (22%) 
of the 88 problems reported from a heuristic evaluation and rejected that 27% of the reported 
problems were problems at all ( John and Marks, 1997). Cognitive walkthroughs tend to identify 
30–50% of the problems identified with usability testing (Mahatody et al., 2010). While heuristic 
evaluations cover a broader range of issues (Cuomo and Bowen, 1994), cognitive walkthroughs 
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are particularly sensitive to interface labels (e.g., links and menu items) that are unfamiliar or 
confusable (Blackmon et al., 2002). For both methods, a single evaluator is an insufficient basis 
for redesign decisions because evaluators identify substantially different sets of usability problems 
in heuristic evaluations (Hertzum et al., 2002; Nielsen and Landauer, 1993) as well as cognitive 
walkthroughs (Hertzum and Jacobsen, 1999; Huart et al., 2004). Multiple evaluators are needed 
for robust usability inspections.

8.7 USABIITY INSPECTION
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